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2.1 KAPANGA -AN EXAMPLE OF HOW THE METHODS ARE APPLIED.
The aim of this study is to find a model for the deformation at Kapanga that could
produce the patterns observed in data collected in the field and from old mine plans.
Four different evolutionary models were considered, each chosen for a different reason.
For each conceptual model a best-fit geometry was generated. These were separately
overlain on the observed data and critically assessed to ascertain how well they describe
the data. The four models were then compared to find which one best satisfies the
patterns seen at Kapanga.

2.2 BACKGROUND.
2.2.1 Mining history.
The mining history is taken from literature- mainly Fraser and Adams (1907).

The Kapanga epithemal system (Fig. 13) was among the first discovered gold
deposits in New Zealand. Prior to 1864, numerous independent miners worked there,
driving in adits from small gullies. There are no records of how much gold was won in
this time. Between 1864 and 1869 the Auckland based Kapanga Gold Mining
Company took out gold and silver worth £122,419. After this the London based
Kapanga Gold Mining Company took over and mined out a further £82,484 worth of
gold and silver.

Several shafts were sunk and mines worked on about seven different levels (fig. 14).
The deepest shaft, the Kapanga shaft went to 1000 feet (305m) depth from the surface.
Neither the Kapanga Reef nor Scotty's Reef was present at 1000 feet (305m), but here
miners discovered Hartridge's Reef, which does not outcrop at the surface.
Bonanza Ores, usually accompanied by much pyrite, were discovered in Scotty's and
Kapanga Reefs, most commonly where the reef was intersected by minor veins or had
an irregularity- especially a deflection. Some bonanzas contained up to 3ozIlb
(187.5gkg) gold. Hartridge's Reef had its best bonanza where it was adjacent to a
carbonaceous layer and was accompanied by great masses of pyrite (fig. 15).
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The Old Scotty's Mining Claim worked the northern extension of the Kapanga and
Scotty's Reefs, and some minor veins. From 1891-1906 gold and silver worth £3520
were produced.
The Kapanga epithermal system was, then, worked for over 40 years, producing well
in excess of £86000 worth of silver and gold.

2.2.2 Outcrop Conditions.
Outcrop conditions are described from field observations.
At Kapanga, as much of the Coromandel Peninsula, the outcrop conditions are very
poor. The whole area is thickly vegetated with post-mining regrowth, among which
there is much 'mullock' and float from the mining operations. Consequently it is
difficult to find rocks outcropping, and then to ascertain whether or not the rocks are in
situ. The best outcrops are in old workings. Here conditions are also very poor due to
intense clay alteration, water seepage and slips which have occurred over the last
hundred or so years. Many of the old adits are not safe. Naturally most of the mine
workings are adjacent to and among the most silicic and altered rocks, so it is
particularly difficult to find samples of fresh, unaltered country rock. Drill core, from
holes drilled in the area by Heritage Mining, has been a very useful source of
additional information.

2.2.3 Background Geolom.
The general geology is compiled from field observations, literature, Heritage Mining
maps, information and drill core samples.

The country rocks in the Kapanga area are mainly two-pyroxene (augite and
hypersthene) hornblende andesitic lavas, tuffs and dykes. There are also reported to be
some shallowly dipping (approximately 15OW) carbonaceous beds and breccias,
possibly representing proximal lake deposits. Some are interbedded with massive
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sulphides, especially pyrite and chalcopyrite. In the deepest part of the lOOOft deep
Kapanga shaft andesites were still present.

The country rocks have undergone varying degrees of hydrothermal alteration. Close
to the major silicic bodies the rocks have undergone intense argillic and silicic
alteration and are entirely claylpynte, riddled with fine quartz veins. Several metres
further out the argillic alteration is a little less intense- pervasive claylpyrite alteration
with much less quartz present. A few tens of metres further again from the 'reefs'
there is propylitic (claylchlorite) alteration to the andesites, grading into unaltered but
weathered andesites. Limonite staining is very common throughout. Temperatures
indicated for the time of veining and alteration are in the region of 220°C and pH in
the range of 4.5-5.7 (from fluid inclusion data in Christie, 1982).

Due to the dense bush cover and intense hydrothermal alteration in the area, it is
difficult to identify the exact nature of the country rock. Whilst it is recognised that in
volcanic sequences such as this, sequences of lava flows and tufflash beds form many
pre-existing defects, fabrics and discontinuities, individual units cannot be recognised.
All of these planes will have had an influence during the formation of later systems of
veins, but the relationship between these early planes and the later veins1 joints1 faults
may not be discerned. It is also possible that alteration may homogenise a rock mass.

The Kapanga epithemal system itself is made up of two major curved silicic bodies,
which run sub-parallel to one another in the north but diverge in the south. These both
dip west at 25"-30" in their higher levels and 30"-60" in their lower levels. Scotty's
Reef tends to be the shallower dipping. The higher, westernmost outcropping body,
'the Kapanga Reef', swings in strike from NNW in the north to ENE in the south. The
lower body, 'Scotty's Reef' strikes N in the north and NW in the south. The two bodies
do not intersect at depth.

Scotty's and Kapanga Reefs are both mainly made up of broken and sheared quartz
and are up to l m thick. Elsewhere the quartz is more coherent, but large quartz veins
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nowhere represent the 'reefs'. The latest phase of veining is apparently carbonate, with
both rhombic and dog's tooth calcite present.

Perpendicular to the two main silicic features, and deeper again, is Hartridge's Reef.
This runs WNW, and dips steeply N. It is described in the literature as 'a stockwork of
gold-bearing veins and reefs with associated massive sulphides' (Fraser and Adams,

1907). This was unknown prior to the sinking of the Lanarch Shaft, and does not
outcrop at the surface (fig. 15).

2.3 THE DATA. (FIGS 16 & 17)
Data was collected from two main sources: A) From old mine plans (Fig. 14), and B)
Field data from old mine workings (Fig. 15).

2.3.1 a ) Map Data
Strikes and dips, deflections and intersections were taken from old mine plans. Plans
show the actual position of the 'reef' within the drive and the heights of the main
levels (Fig. 14).

2.3.2 b ) Field data.
These were collected from three adits in the Kapanga area, one of which falls within
the area covered by the mine plan, the others are to the north (Fig. 15). Strikes and
dips of planes, intersection lines and striations were measured. Data on open, quartzfilled veins were kept separate from that on joints or shears with thin clay fill. Only a
few reliable striations were seen and distinguished joints from shears.

2.3.3 c ) Treatment o f data.
The map data are taken to be average, large-scale information, smoothing out smaller
scale details. Initially the map data are kept separate from field data, which are taken
to represent some of the smaller details. In addition, the field data are split into those
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relating to open veins with a quartz fill and closed planes (joints and shears: hard to
distinguish). The open veins are assumed to be favourably oriented for opening with
respect to principal stresses, and the joints and shears taken to be much less favourably
oriented. Initially the map and field, vein and joint data are presented separately, then
combined plots give a fuller picture.
2.4 PLANES A N D POLES (Fig. 16).

The plot of poles to planes taken from the map (i.e. historical mine plan) (Fig. 16(i))
has the main cluster plunging moderately to steeply eastwards, spreading to the north
and south. These are equivalent to planes striking N-S (spread NW-NNE) and dipping
westwards.
The plots of poles to planes measured in the field show a diffuse pattern (Fig. 16(ii)(iv)). The majority of poles, particularly those belonging to veins with a quartz fill
(Fig. 16(ii)), plunge moderately to shallowly E-SE, equivalent to planes striking NNE, and dipping west. The plot of unopened planes (joints and shears) (Fig. 16(iii))
also has a few poles plunging moderately WNW, equivalent to planes striking NNE
and dipping south; there are no open quartz veins in this orientation.

The combined plot of all poles data has a more complex pattern (Fig. 16(v), (vi)). In
its simplest terms one could describe it by saying that the major cluster plunges
moderately east, equivalent to modal plane striking N-S and dipping moderately
westwards. This is the only robust maximum. In more detail, there are a number of
maxima spreading around from this and plunging moderately ENE and SE, broadening
out to a wide cluster of points in the NE-SE quadrant. There are also a number of
small maxima plunging N, W and SW. These are much less robust, consisting of only
2 or 3 points.

Application of models to these data starts with the robust maxima, and then attempts
to determine whether there is any pattern in the remaining, less robust, maxima. In
spite of the uncertainty attached to the minor concentrations, this approach was
followed to help in discerning similarities between various areas.
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2.5 INTERSECTIONS AND DEF'LECTIONS (FIG. 17).
The data for intersection and deflection lines taken from the mine plan (map) (Fig.
17(i)) has the major cluster plunging shallowly SW, spreading around the primitive,
some intersections plunging shallowly W some NW and a few NNW.

Only a limited amount of data for intersections was collected from the field,
particularly for closed planes (Fig. 17(ii)-(iv)). The combined plot for open and closed
planes has most intersection lines plunging shallowly SW, with a smaller cluster
plunging shallowly N.
The combined plot of map and field intersections and deflections (Fig. 17(v), (vi)) has
a major cluster plunging shallowly SW. This is the main feature of the plot. There is a
significant spread of intersections from here around the primitive northwards. This is
due to the dominance of the map data, and the spread of intersections around the main
poles cluster on the map plot (fig. 16(i)).

2.6 THE MODELS.
The four models that were applied to the data are described in the previous chapter.
They are:

1) A sinnle areat circle spread for poles and deflections/ intersections. (Figs 18-19)
Two-dimensional strain model.

2) A cone /small circle spread for poles and deflections/ intersections. (Figs 20- 21).
Three-dimensional strain model.

3) An orthorhombic bulk strain model after Krantz (1988).(Fins 22- 25 inel.)
Three-dimensional strain model.

4) A partitioned strain model after Hardinn (1974) (Figs 26-27).
Three-dimensional strain model.
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2.7 APPLYING THE MODELS TO THE DATA.

2.7.1 Sinale Great Circle Spread Model.

a ) Poles.
If the pattern of observed poles at Kapanga may be adequately described in terms of a
single great circle spread, then the system that is operating basically results in twodimensional strain. If 2D strain is operating, all the planes should have a common
intersection line (inset 1, Fig. 18). This 'statistical intersection line' would be the pole
to the plane in which the vein poles are seen to spread. The model is analogous to a 71;plot for a fold, with the great circle spread representing the profile plane, and the pole
to this plane, the statistical intersection line, analogous to the fold axis. If there does
appear to be a single great circle spread on the poles plot, there should be an
equivalent cluster on the plot of observed intersections, in the same orientation as the
statistical intersection line. This may be used to check the validity of the model.

'Best-fit7 great circles were applied to all the plots of pole data (Fig. 18).

When describing the data in the previous section it was noted that the 'robust' signal is
essentially a cluster of poles plunging moderately ENE-ESE (fig. 16 (vi)), which has
equivalent planar spread on the plot of intersection lines dipping moderately W-SW
(fig. 19(vi)). The robust signal on the intersection lines plot is a cluster plunging
moderately SE-SSE (fig.l7(vi)), which has an approximately equivalent spread of
poles around a plane striking NNW and dipping moderately ENE. Thus the most
robust signal implies a two-dimensional strain system at Kapanga. However, when the
less robust signal is included in the analysis the 2D strain model is no longer adequate
to describe the system.

The single great circle model fits best for the plot of poles taken from the map (Fig.
18(i)). However the number of poles which do not fit the pattern exceeds those which
do fit. The single great circle cannot really be taken to adequately describe the
observed pattern, even for the map poles. It is impossible to say which great circle
spread would best suit the various plots of field data, but a few possibilities are
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included on Fig. 18(iii). None of these are robust. Clearly this model does not
adequately describe the Kapanga system. The 'best-fit' great circles for the plots of all
poles are shown in Figs 18(v), (vi). Although these take in the main clusters of poles
there are clearly more poles that are a long way from fitting the pattern, and are far
from robust.

If the poles to all the possible great circle spreads ('statistical intersections') are
compared to the plots of all observed intersections, they fall within the spread of
observed intersections, but not a single one of them is superimposed on the main
cluster of observed intersections (Inset 2, Figs 18).

The pattern of poles at Kapanga may not be fully described in terms of a single great
circle spread. Although there are elements of two-dimensional strain, other models
involving three-dimensional strain must be considered if the overall pattern is to be
described.

b) Intersections and deflections (Fig.19).
A great circle spread of intersections is structurally a more trivial case than a spread on
the poles plot. If there is a very common plane set or a major vein that is intersected by
veins of a variety of orientations, all the intersection lines will fall within this vein
orientation and will define the plane on the intersections plot (Inset 1, Fig. 19). There
should be a corresponding vein set on the poles plot. If there are several important vein
sets, one should see several great circle spreads on the intersections plot with
corresponding clusters on the poles plot.

From Fig. 19(i)- (vi) it may be seen that a number of different great circles may be
fitted to the various plots of intersections. These are mostly dipping moderately
westwards and striking NNW-NNE. Poles to these planar spreads fall within the main
clusterlspread on the poles plots, but again not on the main maxima (Inset 2, Fig. 19).
This merely confirms the importance of the northerly striking, westwards dipping vein
set.
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The field data for intersection lines are really too sparse to fit great circle spreads, so
those picked out in fig. 19 (ii)-(iv), which mostly strike NNW-NNE and dip
moderately westwards, should be taken as little more than conjectural.

2.7.2

Small circle/ cone model.

In this model, as shown by the inset of Fig. 20, an observed conical pattern of poles
would be accompanied by an equivalent conical pattern of intersections, and vice
versa. The cone on the poles plot and that on the intersections plot would have a
common axis, and complementary opening angles.

Firstly the intersections were considered, and a best-fit cone found (Fig. 20(i), (iii)).
The equivalent cone for poles was superimposed on the pole plot to see whether the
two plots were in agreement with one another (Fig. 20(ii), (iv)). Next the plot for poles
was used to generate the best-fit cone for poles (Fig. 21(i), (iii)) and this compared to
the cones earlier generated by the intersections plot (Fig. 21(ii), (iv)).

A. Intersections fiom map (Fig. 20).
The plot of intersections/deflectionsfrom the map can be described in terms of a small
circle spread about a cone with axis 334/85 and opening angle 59" (Fig. 20(i)). The fit
is good- somewhat better than that for a single great circle. Adding in the field data
increases the range of this small circle (Fig. 20(iii)), and the fit is good. If these
intersections truly represent a cone there must be an equivalent cone on the poles plot
with the same axis, but an opening angle of 31'. This cone superimposed on the plot of
map-poles is not by any means a perfect fit for the data, but clearly there is at least the
beginnings of a fit (Fig. 20(ii), (iv)).

B. Map poles.
The cone with axis 334185 and opening angle 31°, equivalent to the observed cone of
intersections, does not fully and adequately describe the pattern of poles from the map
(Fig. 20(ii)). A more convincing small circle would be 262/75 opening angle 48". (Fig.
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21(i)) This is not a very good fit, either-not as good as the single great circle spread. If
the poles from the field are included, the small circle now misses the majority of the
data and is clearly inadequate for describing the pattern (Fig. 2l(iii)).

If the equivalent cone (axis 751262, opening angle 42") is overlain on the plot of
intersections the majority of data points fall outside the spread and once again the
model does not fit the observed pattern (Fig. 21(ii), (iv)).

Although there is a convincing small circle spread on the intersections plot, taken as a
whole the data is not satisfied by the cone model. Other models for three-dimensional
strain are now considered.

2.7.3 Orthorhombic Three-Dimensional Strain Model (Figs 22-25).
This model is based on the orthorhombic strain model proposed by Krantz (1987)
(inset, Fig. 22), except that favourably oriented planes are taken to have opened out as
veins.

The starting point for this model assumes that the average of the cluster of poles at
105142 (see Fig. (16)) is equivalent to tension gashes (most favourably oriented plane
for opening) formed during 3D strain and is therefore equivalent to the

E,

strain axis

(Fig. 22(i), (ii)).

The first attempt at a complete orthorhombic model was then generated using
estimated but reasonable values for angles between orthorhombic pairs of planes etc,
and rotating the whole system to put

E,

on 105142 (Figs 22(i)-(iii)). The model was

then overlain on plots of combined data for poles and intersections to see whether
various expected properties show up (i.e. how well the model fits the data) (Fig.
22(iv)-(vi)).
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The model generates five modal planes, including the tension gash (Fig. 22(ii)). If this
model is truly applicable to the Kapanga system, then overlaying these planes onto the
plot of intersections (Fig. 22(iv)) should show that intersections spread around these
modal planes, concentrating at the orientation where the modal planes intersect one
another. Quartz-filled veins should concentrate particularly where the tension gash
intersects the other modal planes. The plot of intersection lines meets all these criteria
are very well.
The poles to the five modal planes can be compared to the plot of poles observed on
the map and in the field. The model predicts a broad concentration of poles plunging
E-ESE with a tendency to spread around two more-or-less great circles, one ESEImodsteep N and one ENEJmod-steep S (Fig. 22(iii)). Overlaying the model onto the point
data plot (Fig. 22(v)) shows that the N-dipping plane fits very well with an observed
fine great circle spread, although it misses the majority of the maxima on the
contoured plot (Fig. 22(vi)). The S-dipping plane fits the point data and the contoured
data well.

Odd axis model. (Fig. 23).
The 'odd axis model' of Krantz (1988) may be used to improve this orthorhombic
model, as described in the introduction. E, is known as the 'intermediate strain axis',
the 'similar axis' (either E, or

E,

) has the same sign as E, and the remaining axis of

strain is the 'odd-axis' and has the opposite sign to both the 'similar' and
'intermediate' axes.

Movement on fault planes in orthorhombic systems does not occur in the E,E, principal
strain plane but rather in the 'm-plane', which contains the 'odd axis' and the pole to
the fault plane. If the 'm-planes' for all fault planes with striations are plotted, they
should therefore intersect at the 'odd-axis'. This is the 'odd- axis construction' shown
in Krantz (1988) Fig. 5 (Fig. 7 and inset, Fig. 23 in this thesis).
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Striations.
At Kapanga only five clear examples of striations were observed (Fig. 23(i)). It is not
possible to ascertain in the field whether or not they were formed simultaneously with
the veins. The striations were used to generate an odd-axis model (Fig. 23(i)-(iv)), and
this compared to the initial orthorhombic model already generated. If this odd axis is
compatible with the orthorhombic model already generated then the odd-axis
construction may be taken to be valid, and the striations taken to be simultaneous with
the rest of the planes (veins and closed planes) which fit the model. This, then, gives
us information about the orientation of the strain axes and the compatibility of the
striations with the rest of the model.

If 'm-planes' are plotted (Fig. 23(i)), four of them intersect very closely and the fifth
one is not too far removed from the others. To find the odd axis, one may either pick
out the best average intersection of this plot or else make a n-plot using poles to the
'm-planes' (i.e. the 'm-axes'). The results are actually very similar to the predicted
position for the E, axis in the previous orthorhombic model, so it seems that the E, axis
is the odd axis (i.e. there is contraction in one direction (E,) and extension in two (E,
and E,)). This makes sense for a model which is largely normal (E, is steep) and in an
epithermal system where veins are opening out -and therefore extension is occurringin several different orientations. It is very much easier for fractures to dilate in a
normal system than a strike-slip or reverse system (e.g. Sibson, 1989).

The odd axis model, then, gives results congruent with the earlier model. This implies
that it is, indeed, valid to use the odd axis construction, and the striations are probably
simultaneous with the veins. Similarly, the fact that the striations give more or less the
same orientation for the E, axis also adds further weight to the validity of the
orthorhombic model.

Starting off with this position for the E, axis, a new orthorhombic model may be
generated as follows (Fig. 23 (ii)-(iv)). The plane to which the odd axis is
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perpendicular contains the other two principal strain axes. Ideally the 'm planes'
should fall into two groups with the similar axis in the acute bisectrix of the two
groups and the intermediate axis in the obtuse bisectrix (Fig. 5 of Krantz). Because we
have so little data for the striations in the Kapanga area, it is not practical to locate E,
and E, using these criteria. It is not obvious how to separate the planes into groups. To
locate E, and E, one must use other information, and once again the pole to the tension
gash orientation is used to locate

E,.

(The tension gash is located using the spread of

intersections: it is assumed that the plane containing the

E,

axis and two clusters of

vein intersections (representing the two orientations in which the tension gash
intersects the other modal planes) is equivalent to the tension gash orientation.) The E,
axis is then perpendicular to both the E, and E, axes.

Having located the tension gash orientation and the principal strain axes for the
Kapanga system it remains to identify the four most common (modal) orthorhombic
planes. Two of these may be identified using the great circle spreads of observed
intersections; the other two are then produced using the rules of orthorhombic
symmetry (Fig. 23(ii)). Geologically reasonable angles are used. The spread of poles
may be used to check the validity of the model. If the poles to the modal planes fall
into a pattern that is compatible with the observed poles then this orthorhombic model
is valid for this system. This approach gives reasonable results but it must be noted
that it is based on limited data. This leaves room for other possibleinterpretations.
The orthorhombic model produces two great circle spreads of poles, 080/mod-steep S,
andl30lmod NE (Fig. 23(iv)). Overlaying these great circles on the plots of point data
(Fig. 23(vi)) and contoured data for observed poles (Fig. 14(vii)) shows that the 080striking plane fits very well with spreads seen on the both the pole plots. The 130striking plane is a good compromise between the fine spread seen on the point data
plot and the spread that incorporates the maxima on the contoured plot. In addition,
since E, is the odd axis there must be extension in the
(though it will happen more easily in ex than
poles scatter from a maximum at

E,

around the

E,

orientation as well as in

E,

E,).

One may therefore expect to see

E,E,,

plane. The observed poles do not

spread perfectly around E,E, but there is a steeper spread, which strikes similarly to the
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plane (Fig. 23(iv), (vii)). This may still be equivalent to the expected spread as

sample error may lead to a slight bias towards steeper planes. Overall the poles to
modal planes fit the observed pattern of poles very well, and the observed poles also
tend towards expected patterns of spread in the principal planes of strain. It is also
worth noting that the only planes with poles similarly oriented to E, are planes that
remained closed, as one might expect.

This orthorhombic model is therefore an excellent model for the Kapanga system.

Odd-axis model II (Fig.24).
The first odd-axis model generated has orthorhombic symmetry, but the planes of
symmetry are not exactly the E,E,, E ~ E ,and E,E, planes. A further modification of the
model shows orthorhombic symmetry with these principal planes of strain as the axes
of symmetry. This odd axis model 11fits some of the data even better than the first odd
axis model, although for some details model I has the better fit (Fig. 24(iv) - (vi)). The
angles between faults and orientation of E,, E, and E, are identical in both these models,
the only difference being a slight rotation of the whole system of faults with respect to
the principal strain axes (Inset, Fig. 24). Either of these models would be satisfactory
to describe the patterns seen at Kapanga.

The odd axis construction of Krantz is also used to calculate the relative magnitudes of
the principal axes of strain. Krantz uses the angle between his two groups of 'mplanes' to calculate this ratio, but since these groups were not identified at Kapanga,
an approximation is used. It can be seen from Krantz's Fig. 5 that the 'm-planes' of the
system are actually very close to the planes which contain two of the orthorhombic
poles and the odd axis. For the Kapanga orthorhombic model planes may be defined
which contain two of the orthorhombic poles and the odd axis, E, (Fig. 25(i)-(iii)). The
angle between these two planes can be taken as an approximation to the angle a of
Krantz Fig. 5. The ratios of the principal strain axes (strains assumed to be
infinitesimal) may then be calculated as follows:
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where 2-53',

-26.5"

This holds as long as the movement on faultslveins is small compared to the spacing
of the planes: i.e. the sliplspacing ratio is small. It is impossible to the check the
validity of this assumption due to the lack of marker horizons, or other criteria for
ascertaining the amount of movement on the faultslveins.

A strain ellipsoid is constructed in Fig. 25(iv), using these ratios of the magnitudes of
infinitesimal principal strain axes, and their orientations from odd-axis models I and II.
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2.7.4 Partitioned three-dimensional strain model (after Hardinn, 1974) (Figs26-

This model works best where there is a pre-existing fabric of favourably oriented
planes of weakness and involves partitioning between domains of differing fault types,
with local switching of stresslstrain axes to help accommodate space problems.

The model applied to Kapanga differs from the basic Harding model in two ways. As
in the orthorhombiclodd-axis model one must recognise that some of the fault planes
may have formed in or later entered the tensional field and dilated to become veins.
Secondly, the overall regime is not assumed to be basically strike-slip. The principal
strain axes, both local and regional, do not have to be verticalkorizontal they are
rotated, along with the fault planes, to find the best fit- as in the orthorhombic
example.

Figs (a), (b) and (c) of the inset in Fig. 26 show the predicted orientations for the faults
in the partitioning model if the principal axes are vertical and horizontal, and the angle
between conjugate faults is 50" (which makes it comparable with the orthorhombic
models already considered). Figs (b) & (d) show the orientations of poles and
intersections respectively.

As a starting point, the principal axes were rotated to the same orientation as those in
the Odd-axis model 11, and new orientations for the poles, intersections and predicted
modal planes were then generated (Fig. 26(i), (iv)). These represent Harding model I.
The theoretical features of the model were then compared to the observed data for
poles and intersections (Fig. 26 (ii)-(iii), (v)-(vi)), as in the section on the
orthorhombic model. For this orientation of stresslstrain the two models may then be
compared.
The poles to Harding planes have four predicted great circle spreads (Fig. 26(iv)).
From the model one would expect some of these great circle spreads to be more
obvious than others. When this predicted model is overlain on the observed data for
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poles, two of great circle spreads fit reasonably well with the point data plot (Fig.
26(v)), but not so well with the contoured poles plot (Fig. 26(vi)). According to the
model, the plane that fits the data best ought to be one of the less obvious spreads.
Two of the predicted planes do not fit the observed pattern at all. In other words, this
particular Harding model does not satisfy the observed poles data. The observed
intersections satisfy the model even less than the poles do (Figs 26 (ii) & (iii)).

The fundamental differences between the two models were discussed in the
introduction (Table 1, page 23). A particular orientation of strain axes would be
associated with completely differently oriented sets of faulthein planes in the
orthorhombic model and the partitioning model. Hence the incompatibility of the best
fit orthorhombic model with a Harding model of similar strain axis orientation (i.e. if
the axes satisfy the Krantz model they cannot satisfy the Harding model).

Alternative Harding Model.
Fig. 27 is an alternative Harding model, which has differently oriented principal axes
and fits the observed data much better. This model was generated by considering the
pattern of observed poles and comparing it to a variety of patterns of predicted poles
and their planar spreads for different orientations of strain axes.

The four planar spreads of poles seen in Fig. 27(iv) fit the point data (Fig. 27(v)) and
contoured data plot (Fig. 27(vi)) very much better than the previous Harding model.
The two most obvious planar spreads of predicted poles are very good fits for the two
clearest spreads on the observed data plots-one being close to most of the major
maxima on the contoured plot. The two other predicted planar spreads are not far off
minor spreads on the data plots. In other words all four predicted planes are
represented on the data plots, those which are predicted to be the clearest actually
showing up as the clearest.

The intersections for this partitioned strain model also fit the observed data very much
better than the previous Harding model (Figs 27(ii) & (iii)). Most of the data points
fall on or near one of the most common planes, although the expected clustering of
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observed intersections at the intersection of most common planes does not appear to
be present. It is worth noting that this model gives a different orientation for the
tension gash from that used in the orthorhombic-odd-axis model. Particularly on the
intersections plot, the planar spread is not really satisfactory as the best position (or
modal plane) for the tension gash. This is one of the details that casts some doubt on
the validity of the model.

On the plot of observed poles, minor clusters of poles are present in the orientations
where the model predicts that reverse fault poles should cluster. It is interesting to note
that the majority of planes in these two clusters are planes that have not dilated. This is
to be expected, as these planes are the most differently oriented from the tension gash
orientation. The expected 'modal planar' spreads of intersections equivalent to these
pole clusters do not show up. This may be because the non-dilational planes are less
readily observable than those with mineral fills (i.e. they are harder to see, and easy to
miss: not unreasonable to suppose, especially in dark tunnels with uneven walls), or it
may simply be that the reverse faults are the least well developed of all (i.e. they
actually are very few in number).

Within the limits of the somewhat sparse data this partitioning model generally fits the
data quite well, and certainly much better than the example with principal axes the
same as in the odd-axis II model.

However, it is very important to remember that this model is a partitioning model, so
not all planes form together or intersect one another. In other words some of the
intersection lines ought to be much more obvious on the observed data plot than
others. If this were the most dominant mechanism operating one would expect to see
the best clustering parallel to

E,, E,

and/ or

E,,

and spreading around the tension gash

orientation. Overall the observed intersection lines do not fit this pattern.
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2.7.5 Comparing the Krantz and Harding Models (Fig. 28).
Which model fits the data most convincingly, the Odd-axis models (Figs 23, 24), or
the Harding model 11(Fig. 27)?

Poles plot for the two models: The north-dipping great circle on the odd axis model
(Fig. 28(i), (ii)) seems to be slightly better fitting to maxima on the contoured data plot
than its equivalent on the Harding plot (Fig. 28(iii)). The south dipping great circle, on
the other hand, is more convincing in the Harding model than in the Odd-axis model.
In both cases the two are only a couple of degrees away from one another and both are
equally acceptable. The odd axis model also contains the two lesser spreads that fit in
nicely with the data, and has the additional spread that is slightly steeper than the E,E,
plane (Fig. 28(iv), (v)), which is also expected. In other words, as far as the poles go,
the models are both good descriptions of the observed patterns.

The observed intersections on both plots fall in relatively well with the predicted
modal planes (Figs 28(vii), (viii) & (ix)). Some planes fit slightly better on the
Harding point-data plot than that of the Odd-axis model. The Harding model is a more
complicated system with more possible planes for the intersections to fall into. This
means that chance coinciding of observed intersections with predicted modal planes is
more likely in the Harding model than the odd-axis model. The slightly better fit on
the point-data plot may therefore be meaningless. (The same is true of the poles plot.)
One important difference is that the major intersections of predicted modal planes
coincide with the main clusters of observed intersections in the odd-axis model but not
the Harding model. Secondly the predicted orientation of the tension gash plane is
much more satisfactory in the Krantzlodd-axis model than the Harding model. For
intersections, therefore, the overall fit is much better on the odd-axis model than the
partitioning model. This is especially true when one includes the factor that
partitioning ought to exclude some of the intersection clusters and spreads.
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It seems that the odd-axis model most fully satisfied by the observed data, especially
since the additional information given by striations is in agreement with that of poles
and intersections of veins. The two models are not necessarily mutually exclusive, and
could operate simultaneously, but one would expect to find the principal axes to be
compatibly oriented. It may, though, be more accurate to say that the best model for
the Kapanga area is dominantly odd-axis with subordinate Harding mechanisms
operating.
Note that the best fit models for the two mechanisms give similar results for the
orientation of

E~

(though even here there is 25' difference) and quite a different

orientation for

E,

and

E,

(Fig. 29). The odd axis model is a largely normal system,

whilst the Harding model is much more of an oblique-slip situation. It is difficult to
imagine the two systems operating simultaneously, even though partitioning is an
implicit part of the Harding model. It is possible that the major deformation in the
Kapanga area was an orthorhombic system, and a minor Harding system operated at
some other time.

On the whole the odd- axis orthorhombic situation is the best fitting model.

2.8 CONCLUSIONS.
The data collected on the Kapanga epithermal system has a pattern that deviates from
that of two-dimensional strain. The main signal, dominated in the plot of poles by the
data taken from the mine plans, is essentially two-dimensional, with poles plunging
moderately south-southeast to north-northeastwards (fig 16(i), (vi)), and intersection
lines spreading about an equivalent moderately west to southwest-dipping modal plane
(fig. 19(vi)). The cluster of intersection lines plunging shallowly SW (fig. 17(vi)) has a
roughly equivalent spread of poles around a steep-moderately NE dipping plane
(fig.l8(vi)). Approximating this to two-dimensional strain would give the

E,

axis

parallel to the main pole cluster- moderately E-SE plunging, the intermediate axis, E,
parallel to the main intersection line cluster- plunging shallowly SSW-SW, and the
axis perpendicular to the other two axes, plunging steeply WNW-NW.

E,
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The two-dimensional strain described above does not perfectly describe the Kapanga
epithermal system. There is an additional but less well defined signal which indicates a
complex three-dimensional deformation, which is best described in terms of dominant
orthorhombic strain. The odd-axis construction indicates that there was compression in
one dimension (oriented steep W) and extension in two. (See the strain ellipsoid in
Fig. 25) This seems to be a reasonable conclusion for an epithermal system where
veins are dilating in many orientations. This geometry differs from the model
proposed by Krantz (1988) in that here dilation is allowed and the tension gash
included as a very important part of the model. The conical pattern observed in the
data is a reflection of the orthorhombic pattern. (Hence the simple cone was not
adequate to fully describe the pattern in the data.)
The Orthorhombic odd-axis model as applied at Kapanga implies strain axes plunging
as follows:

E,

moderately SE; cy shallow-horizontal SW and

E,

steeply WNW. These

axes are virtually identical to the orientations suggested by the approximately twodimensional strain, as described above. The modification of the 2D strain by
orthorhombic shear is, then, probably a very good model to describe the epithermal
system at Kapanga.

The timing of the slickensiding is unknown. By assuming they were simultaneous with
the faults and veins and setting up a simple case scenario, it was found that their
orientation actually fits well with the results already obtained for strain axes. This
process then suggests that the slickensides probably relate to episodes of faulting
connected with the formation of the whole system. It also lends support to the
simultaneous formation of faults and veins, the inferred orientation of strain axes and
the fact that E, is the odd- axis.

It is possible that there is some minor influence of Harding-type mechanisms, either
with complete detachment between Harding and Krantz zones, or else the two
mechanisms operated completely separately, at different times.
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In the mechanisms as described by Harding and Krantz the faults are assumed to be
planar. This may not be true at Kapanga -in both vertical and horizontal sections, since
the mine plans show large scale curved silicic bodies that may have originated as fault
planes. Listric faults complicate the results because there is variation in a fault's
orientation with location. This may be the cause of some of the scatter in the data.

The fact that the inferred orientations of the strain axes for the two-dimensional,
Harding and Krantz models are not vertical and horizontal is an interesting conclusion.
Was the system formed in its present orientation, or has there been subsequent
rotation? There is widespread evidence throughout the Coromandel Peninsula for
block faulting and large scale tilting towards the east of up to 35" (Gadsby and Sporli,

1989) (section 1.5.1, page 35). If such an episode has occurred at Kapanga subsequent
to vein formation, removing the results of the rotation will give us the original
orientation of the strain axes. It is interesting that the Krantz model, modified in this
way, gives near vertical E,, and near horizontal E, and

E,.

The system would have

formed under almost perfect normal conditions.

It should be noted, however, that carbonaceous beds, interpreted as lake deposits, are
reported in the area as dipping about 15" west. This implies that locally tilting may be
toward the west rather than the east.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
The Golden Cross Mine (Fig. 30), located lOkm NW of Waihi exploits the gold/silver
mineralization associated with a Pliocene epithermal deposit. There was extensive
underground mining at Golden Cross during the late nineteenth century and a renewed
spell of mining, both underground and opencast, during the 1990's. The deposit is
hosted by andesitic and rhyolitic volcanics/pyroclastics with beds dipping up to 70'
eastwards.

The structure at the edges of the deposit consists mainly of a joint system, which is
reminiscent of columnar jointing-possibly formed on a sloping topography. These
joints are included as an important part of the study to investigate the nature of defects
present before the onset of hydrothermal activity and mineralization, and their
influence upon the veining that followed.

Pyrite seams represent the earliest phase of veining. These have a geometry very
similar to the columnar joints and exhibit true vein textures (i.e. they are not just
alteration seams.)

The Golden Cross deposit itself consists of an early, mineralised, banded quartz
system, known as the Empire Vein System, seen mostly in the underground workings.
Offset to the west is a network of thin veins known as the Empire Stockwork Zone,
which was mined by open cast methods (Fig. 3 1). The two probably represent
simultaneously operating parts of one system, but the upper levels of the underground
mine never broke through into the open pit, and so crosscutting relationships have not
been observed to confirm their relative timing.

In the underground mine, and the deepest part of the open pit, the quartz veins were
followed by barren, late-stage, massive carbonate veins. The final stage of deformation
was faulting, with significant strike-slip on some faults.

This study is based largely on mapping of an exploration drive that later became the
260RL of the underground mine. This mapping was conducted in 1989, prior to the
commencement of mining. The quartz and calcite veins were mapped at a 1:50 scale.
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The mapped sections are included in the pocket at the back of Volume II of this thesis.
Figures include photographs of samples of vein material from the 260RL exploration
drive.

The study of the open pit, similarly, was based on mapping of a single bench. This
mapping was conducted in 1993, during the early stages of mining, and again the maps
are presented in this thesis.

During the years 1990-1999 exploitation of the deposit meant that information became
available for the whole of the deposit, and this study compares the models constructed
from the somewhat limited early information gathered to the models and information
for other levels. The two sets of data and models are very compatible, indicating that
the conclusions drawn from the individual levels studied are applicable to the whole
deposit.
The two systems from the Golden Cross underground are studied on four scales to
elucidate how veins fill, how they open, how they interact to form networks and what
are the large scale controls on the shape of the whole deposit.

The open pit quartz veins are studied separately and then compared to the underground
quartz and calcite systems.

The Golden Cross Epithermal Deposit is a perfect illustration of the complex and
dynamic nature of hydrothermal systems. It has great potential for illuminating a wide
variety of processes occurring under the ground in currently active systems at many
different scales. A system such as Golden Cross provides insights into instantaneous
as well as longer timescale processes, also giving a picture of how these processes
change with time. The study includes the patterns of early jointing to illustrate how
pre-existing structures influence those that follow in the epithermal system.

Golden Cross: Early Structures.

Chapter 4.
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4.1 JOINTING IN THE GOLDEN CROSS DECLINE.

4.1.1 Introduction.
The decline at Golden Cross that runs from the surface to the 260R level of the
underground mine (Fig. 31) provides an excellent opportunity to study the background
jointing patterns in the country rock, away from the ore body itself. The country rock
here consists of mainly andesitic flows and possibly some associated pyroclastics. All
the rocks have undergone chloritic alteration (Simpson et al., 2001) and it is not
possible to identify 'bedding' (or flow plane) in the decline itself, but mapping in the
open pit during later stages of mining revealed bedding striking NNE-NE with a
moderate-steep dip towards the SE.

4.1.2 Description o f ioint patterns.
The regularity of the joint patterns varies. At the bottom of the decline the joints are
poorly developed. Further up, some of the joints are very well developed and have
highly regular orientations (of planes and intersections) and spacings (Fig. 32(i)). In
such locations joints are planar and have a spacing in the order of 15-20cm.
Rectangular patterns, with two joint sets intersecting one another steeply, are common.
Periodically, outcrops of much less regular joint patterns are present (Fig. 32(iii)).
These tend to have curviplanar, shallower dipping surfaces (and therefore intersect on
shallow plunging lines) and are closely spaced- in the order of 5cm.

Joint patterns are plotted separately for seven locations, the first being at the foot of
the decline, and the rest being progressively further up (Fig. 33). Several of the plots
show two very clear clusters of poles, commonly 80-90" apart (e.g. outcrops 1 and 4),
but sometimes only 60-70" (e.g. outcrops 2, 5). One location (outcrop 6) has a greatcircle spread of poles. All these patterns of poles result in a similar pattern on the
intersections plot- i.e. a single cluster.

The relationship between the poles and intersections is very similar at all locations, but
the orientation varies from outcrop to outcrop. On the whole the change in intersection
lines is systematic from the bottom to the top of the decline. There is a broad spread of
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intersections across the stereonet from NW to SE (inset, Fig. 33). Joints from the
bottom of the decline (i.e. in the north) have shallow NW plunging intersections.
Intersections become progressively steeper further up the decline and then gradually
become steeply SE plunging towards the top of the decline (i.e. in the south). The
spread is more conical (small circle) than planar (great circle). Two outcrops (outcrops

5 and 7), both of which have shallowly plunging intersection lines as described above,
do not follow the trend simply.

4.1.3 Internretation and discussion.
The joint patterns observed in the decline have a couple of possible origins. Since the
country rocks are volcanic, they may be columnar cooling joints, or they could be
tectonic joints, which often form in rectangular patterns in many different rock types
(Pollard and Aydin, 1988).

Most cooling joints described in the literature are described for basalt lavas (e.g.
DeGraff and Aydin, 1987) but they also form in other lava types (e.g. Bonnichsen and
Kauffman, 1987; Fink, 1983). Cooling joints usually form hexagonal columns
bounded by three vertical joint sets intersecting in a vertical line (inset, Fig. 34). The
poles to the surfaces would all fall within a plane perpendicular to the intersection line
and parallel to the flow plane or 'bedding'. All sets tend to be very regular in terms of
spacing, though orientations may vary, because columns may not all be perfectly
hexagonal (see Fig. 1 of DeGraff and Aydin, 1987). Fig. 34 shows an idealised column
and a stereonet plot of its poles and intersection line, both for a column in its original
orientation (ii) and after tilting (iii).

Regular joint patterns.
At Golden Cross the joint patterns, especially those that are most regular, are very
reminiscent of columnar joints (see c.f. Figs 32(i) and (ii)). Their plots are also very
similar to that of cooling joints, although where there are just two clusters of poles
they automatically line up on a great circle, with their intersection line at its pole. That
there are only two sets of joints instead of three does not preclude this origin, since
columnar joints are known with rectangular rather than hexagonal columns (Peck and
Minakami, 1968). This may indicate that other stresses acted on the cooling body in
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addition to those caused by cooling. If the lava cooled on a slight slope, or flowed as it
cooled, this would be sufficient explanation (Peck and Minakami, 1968). Individual
outcrop patterns are, then, consistent with a cooling origin, as are the fact that the
joints appear to have formed prior to vein formation (see following sections).

Irregular joint patterns.
Not all the joints are so regular, which requires discussion of how the less regular
patterns fit into the postulated cooling origin. Many writers have described columnar
jointing in detail. Spry (1962) Ryan and Sammis (1978) and DeGraff et al. (1989) all
describe a section through a lava flow as consisting if an upper and lower colonnade,
meeting in the lower half of the flow at an 'entablature'. The colonnades both consist
of very regular columns but the entablature is a zone of much less regular jointing.
DeGraff et a1 (1989) describe flows with several entablatures, each of which they
interpret to be due to a period of very rapid cooling, consistent with episodic flooding
by water during cooling. Long and Wood (1986) describe entablature as consisting of
'Small irregular to hackly columns, which may form radiating patterns or otherwise
deviate from an orientation perpendicular to the base of the flow.' The same paper
includes a schematic sketch through a lava flow (Figure 1 of that paper, Fig. 32(iv) of
this thesis), and the entablature in this diagram is very reminiscent of the irregular
jointing in the Golden Cross decline, suggesting they may be of a similar origin (c.f.
Figs 34(iii) and (iv)).

The overall picture of jointing in the decline is rather diffuse when all poles are plotted
on one stereonet (Fig. 34(i)). The intersections, on the other hand, show a systematic
change in orientation from the bottom to the top of the decline (Fig. 33). If the joints
are formed by cooling, the observed orientation change could be caused by 'fanning'perhaps in the neck of a volcano (Fink, 1983) - or by primary curvature of the flow-for
example flow over a topographic high, since columns form perpendicular to the base
of the lava flow (Long and Wood, 1986). It should be noted, however, that this
mapping cuts up section by about lOOm and it is not likely to represent a longitudinal
section through a single flow. A topographic high could be smoothed out by
successive flows due to ponding and thickening within the valleys on either side of the
high, and relatively thin lava being present on the top of the hill. If this were the case,
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then the jointing pattern would not give a consistent story of folding over the full
length of the decline.

Other possible causes of the sweeping around of intersections are secondary- due to
later deformation. These include folding, faulting or even tilting between successive
lava flows. These could equally apply to the joints if they had a different origin. If
folding were the cause of this pattern, the fold axis would be shallow-horizontal NE-

NNE. The bedding in the open pit shows that tilting has occurred, apparently also
around a NE oriented horizontal axis (see chapter nine). It is possible that folding and
tilting occurred at a similar time and under similar conditions of stress.

It should be noted that, as in much of the Coromandel Peninsula, the lack of suitable
marker horizons makes it impossible to actually prove folding. There are very few
examples of folding known in the Tertiary rocks (see section 1.5.1, page 37).
However, patterns in joint/ vein poles and intersection lines may be used to investigate
the possibility of the presence of folding. Folding investigated in this way must always
be taken to be postulated and not proven. The folding postulated here is consistent
with drag-folding on 'the Empire Fault Zone' (see section 10.1.4), and if truly present
may be a local feature, rather than of regional significance.

Folding in the decline?
The tilting of the beds in the open pit and the folding around a similar axis suggested
by the intersection lines in the decline have been combined in Fig. 34 to generate a
pattern of poles and intersections consistent with such deformation. All the observed
poles and intersections are then plotted on one diagram and compared to the ideal
pattern.

The tilting would result in a great circle spread of poles that strikes parallel to the
tilting axis (Fig. 34(iii)). The folding would result in this pattern becoming more
diffuse, as poles spread around small circles with the fold axis being their axis of
rotation (Fig. 34(iv)). Intersection lines and poles that were initially perpendicular to
the fold axis would spread in a great circle pattern with the fold axis as its pole. If the
original joints had a variety of strike orientations (though all steep), as is likely in a
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columnar jointing scenario (DeGraff and Aydin, 1987), the resulting pattern of poles
would be very diffuse, whilst the intersection lines would vary in a more regular way.

The poles and intersection lines for the above model are similar to the pattern observed
in the decline, with intersection lines spreading across a steep NW striking plane,
along which some poles also spread (Figs 34(iv) and (i) respectively). The rest of the
poles are diffuse but fall in the vicinity of the great circle that defines the tilted
'bedding' from the open pit. This may mean that the tilting of the rock was the main
event, and the folding was either very open or asymmetric, resulting in most of the
bedding, or flow rocks, still dipping eastwards.

Tilting of lavas that had a primary curvature, as described above, could also generate
this geometry. However the coincidence of the axes of tilting and folding is suggestive
of the two features being part of a similar deformational event. In rhyolitic flows, folds
sometimes form in the solidifying lava perpendicular to the flow direction (Fink,
1983). If this were to happen in these andesitic flow rocks as they ran down a slope
generated by tilting, then the fold axes and tilting axis would have a common
orientation. If this were the cases then tilting would have happened very early in the
history of these rocks.
The pattern seen in the joints, especially in the ideal, theoretical model, is very similar
to some of the patterns observed in the later phases of defects- especially the carbonate
veins (Figs 78 and 79). This probably indicates that the early joints were exploited by
later phases.

Are the joints of cooling or tectonic origin?
It should be noted that regular rectangular patterns of joints are found in many other
geological settings (Pollard and Aydin, 1988) and jointing due to cooling is not the
only possible origin. The presence of regular columns and elsewhere entablature- like
jointing lends support to the hypothesis that the joints are, indeed formed by cooling.
Long and Wood (1986) describe textural differences at a microscopic scale between
the lava from the entablature and the colonnade of columnar jointing and DeGraff and
Aydin (1987) show how hackle marks form in very predictable orientations on the
surface of columnar joints. Either of these features could be used to positively identify
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the joints as of a cooling origin. Unfortunately alteration of the rock has completely
destroyed the primary textures of the country rock, precluding both methods of
identification.
Begbie (1995) described jointing from a dewatering tunnel in the later workings. The
patterns he described also fit with a cooling joint origin, and were of similar
orientation to these seen in the decline. The geometry described in this chapter is
therefore not just a very localised phenomenon, but is also present in other parts of the
deposit.
Whether the joints were formed during cooling of the andesitic lavas, or whether they
are of tectonic origin, it is clear that these defects formed early in the system, because
they have affected the orientation and patterns of the defects that came later.
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4.2 PYRITE SEAMS.

On the 260RL level of the underground mine early pyrite seams are the first vein
phase present (Fig. 36.). These are usually thin- less than lcm wide, and vary from
planar to curved, from very continuous to very discontinuous. There are many
examples where these defects show vein textures in hand specimen, often including
country rock clasts or showing jigsaw breccia textures (Fig. 35(i), (ii)). Vein shapes are
similar to those described for quartz and calcite veins, including features such as
horsetails and pinch and swell (Fig. 35(iii)). No clear characteristics were seen
suggesting that they are alteration seams, where an altering fluid leaks out of a closed
fracture, reacting with the wallrock and causing pyrite to precipitate along the fracture,
rather than open veins. For example there were no examples observed of a pyrite seam
crosscutting an earlier feature but causing no apparent offset (Hobbs et al., 1976).

The pyrite veins are frequently present along the edge of veins containing later quartz
and calcite fills. The later phases sometimes split the pyrite in two, sometimes they
form a vein with the pyrite on only one side, and elsewhere the pyrite is broken up and
included as clasts in the quartz or calcite (Fig. 36(i), (ii), (iii)). Clearly the pyrite 'rims'
are a pre-existing feature and not a reaction rim to the later veins. In places, pyrite
veins that are exploited by later quartz have a sheeted appearance, with the pyrite
remaining largely intact within the quartz (Fig. 36(iv)). These veins may have an
appearance similar to a simple banded vein, but the 'banding' is not symmetrical.

4.2.1 Description o f pyrite seam patterns on the 276R level.
During mining, these pyrite seams were described throughout the area surrounding the
main orebody. They sometimes form a very 'blocky' pattern (Fig. 37). Such a pattern
was not seen on the 260RL, but a section of the 276RL showed an excellent example
of it. This was present at the same height as and along strike of the inferred 'bedding'
(or flow plane) from some of the joints measured on the decline (Fig. 38). There are
no clear crosscutting relationships in the pyrite veins themselves, implying that all sets
formed simultaneously.
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The 'blocky' pattern of pyrite seams on the 276RL is present in the wall and ceiling
over a 20m section. The outcrop was separated into 5 zones according to visible
changes in pattern of the seams (Figs 37, 38). The overall pattern changes from
extremely regular in the SW to much less regular in the NE, with the coming in of
more joint sets in addition to those seen in the SW, but also with more scatter in the
sets which are present throughout (Fig. 37,38).

Zone A (southwesternmost end) has a fairly regular pattern of steeply dipping,
continuous planar pyrite seams with less continuous shallower dipping veins. The
steeper veins are spaced approximately 4 cm apart (23 veins/m) (Fig. 37A).

Zone B has an extremely regular pattern with very continuous steep-vertical veins
again spaced 4cm apart (23 veinslm) and steep (around 70") W dipping veins spaced
approximately 7cm apart. These are also very continuous. Some shallow veins are
present. Elsewhere in the system the seams form both very regular and much less
regular patterns: this location shows how short a distance may separate zones of
differing (though related) pattern (Fig. 37B).

Zone C is less regular than zone B. In the NW of the zone orientations are similar to
zone B, but a couple of metres towards the SE, veins dipping steeply east predominate.
There are approximately 29 veinslm- i.e. spacing of around 3.5cm. In some cases a
series of short flat-lying veins join two of the steep veins to form a ladder-like pattern.
A little further SE the pattern becomes much more regular again, with closely spaced
(around 36 veinslm- just under 3cm spacing) moderately east dipping veins and more
widely spaced (25-30cm spacing) steepvertical veins.

Zone D is more complicated again, with shallow E dipping planes predominating in a
radial- type pattern. The spacing of the major sets varies but is in the order of 10cm.
There is a great variety in the orientation of smaller, less regular pyrite veins in this
part of the outcrop (Fig. 37D).

Zone E is also more irregular in pyrite vein pattern than the previous zones. The
largest veins are shallowly dipping and curved (in some places producing concentric
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arrays) to undulating, with very variable spacing. They are somewhat reminiscent of
those joint outcrops from the decline with the less regular patterns- i.e. the ones that
were likened to entablature (c.f. Fig. 32(iii), (iv)). Small veins often join two
large shallow dipping planes in a 'ladder' type pattern similar to that seen to the
southwest in steeper veins. Small veins are again very variable, with many branching
patterns present. The most regularly oriented vein set in this zone dips steepmoderately eastwards, similarly to one of the main sets in the last two zones. The
veins are less regular in this zone and on the whole are spaced about 40-50 cm apart
(Fig. 37E).

Plots of poles and intersection lines are presented separately for each of the five zones
(Fig. 38). All show two or three main orientations of poles (i.e. vein sets) with a group
of intersection lines plunging at 90' to a great circle through them. Although the

pattern is similar in these zones the orientations vary. The orientations within zone A
are roughly 90" away from those in zones B-D. This may be due to a difference in wall
orientation and therefore sample bias. The cluster of intersections on the plot of zone
A is at a fairly high angle to the outcrop surface, but would be at a much shallower
angle to the outcrop in zone B. Similarly, there may be some intersections in zone B
that are excluded from zone A. The pattern present in the wall of zone A is more
similar to the pattern in the ceiling throughout the whole outcrop than it is to the
pattern in the rest of the section, so some sample error is probably present in the
outcrops of zones B-E. The plots of the first three zones from the SW, and the fourth
to a lesser extent, have patterns that are rather similar to the joints of the decline.

4.2.2 Discussion.
The wide variation in orientation of the pyrite veins and their intersections is not only
an artefact of changing outcrop orientation but also partly because the pattern truly
becomes more diffuse in the NE. This change in outcrop orientation taking different
cuts through the network of veins presents a picture that the overall shape of this
system is more complicated than the joint pattern of the decline. However, the
similarity of pyrite seam patterns at individual locations of the 276RL to those of
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joints at individual locations of the decline probably indicates that the pyrite veins
were formed at least in part by opening out the pre-existing joint system.
The variation in pyrite vein pattern from relatively simple to very complex occurs over
a short distance (in the 276 level only 15m). The similarity in appearance and
geometry of some vein sets to the jointing patterns (those compared to colonnades and
entablature) is suggestive of exploitation of the joints by the pyrite-bearing fluids. The
joint patterns themselves may be more complex in other localities than those present in
the decline, and this 'blocky' pyrite veining may represent opening out of such a joint
pattern. In other words a variation in the natural complexity of the pre-existing joints,
whether they are cooling joints or tectonic joints, may be in part a cause of the
observed change in complexity of pyrite seam patterns.

The pyrite seams are, however, generally much more closely spaced than the joints,
and in places the country rock has a shattered appearance, with some jigsaw-type
breccias present. It is probable that the pyrite seams were controlled by the tectonic
stresses present at the time of vein formation as well as by the pre-existing joint
fractures. Some of the joints would have been more favourably oriented for opening as
veins than others, and since the overall orientations of joint patterns vary with
location, some places would be more prone to veining. In localities with unfavourably
oriented joints, new fractures may have opened in preference. Elsewhere there may
have been a combination of both processes.

Where pyrite vein patterns are controlled either entirely by very favourably oriented
pre-existing joints or entirely by tectonic stresses (where columnar joints are very
unfavourably oriented) one may expect that that the pattern would be relatively
regular. Where the controlling factors are not at these extremes, the pattern may be
considerably less regular. All this contributes to the presence of differing patterns in
the pyrite seams throughout the Golden Cross area.
The vein sets observed intersecting in the back (ceiling) throughout the outcrop are
very similar to those observed in zone A, and this is possibly the most significant
pattern present. This stereonet plot of the poles and intersection lines for pyrite veins
in this zone are almost identical in geometry and orientation to those of joints from the
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bottom of the decline, which are also at a very similar height to the 276RL and along
the inferred strike of bedding.

Golden Cross: Vein Scale Structure.
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GOLDEN CROSS:
VEIN SCALE.
VEIN-FILLING MECHANISMS AND INTERNAL
STRUCTUREfrEXTURES OF VEINS.
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5.1 INTERNAL STRUCTUREA'EXTURES OF VEINS.
5.1.1 Introduction.

There are many processes at work in the filling of veins, some of which are directly
related to structure while others are not. The chemistry of the geothermal fluids and
the physical conditions, such as temperature and pressure, are very important factors in
dictating the mineralogy of the veins (Simmons and Browne, 2000). Processes such as
mixing of fluids of different chemistry, boiling or fluids coming into contact with
different country rocks, may promote precipitation. The hydrology, or how the fluids
flow through the 'plumbing' of the system, dictates whereabouts in the system erosion
of vein walls, transport of detritus and sedimentation occur, as well as controlling the
mixing of fluids. New fluids flowing through pre-existing veins may in some instances
dissolve rather than precipitate. This means that not all cavities have a structural
origin, although vein system-scale structure does largely dictate the hydrology and
therefore what route the dissolving fluids take. In other words all these processes are
interrelated and the whole system is rather complicated.

The mineralogy and internal structure of veins- especially thicker veins with
complicated histories- reflects a combination of processes causing opening of veins
and those causing their sealing or closure. In the simplest veins the external shape
gives information about opening (Sporli and Anderson, 1980) and its fill mostly gives
information about the sealing of the vein, and the physical processes affecting the
circulating fluid (e.g. Henley and Brown, 1985). In complex banded veins, some of the
internal structure shows that the vein has been repeatedly opened- often in slightly
different orientation- and then sealed and resealed (Ramsay, 1980). This will be
addressed in the next section. Here we are interested in all the information which may
be gleaned from the vein fills that is relevant to the structural processes involved.

A brief account is given here of the spatial variations in the mineralogy of the veins,
although this is more related to changes in the fluid composition and physical
conditions than to structure. Nevertheless, to omit such fundamental information
would leave this chapter incomplete.
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Descriptions of vein textures and their interpretations are also given. From a structural
point of view it is important to study these textures carefully to recognise the
information that is relevant from that which relates to fluid conditions. There is a
complicated relationship between the two. For example, grain size in itself is not
directly related to structure. However, a sharp decrease in grain size from one band to
another may be due to a sudden pressure drop causing faster precipitation. This, in
turn, may indicate that a seismic event occurred, maybe suddenly opening fractures up
to the surface (Cox et al., 2001; Christenson and Hayba, 1995), which is of direct
relevance to the kinematics and structural geology.

The structural processes recorded in the fill of veins will be illustrated using examples
from outcrop to hand specimen scales. Internal structures are first described in section
(5.1.3) and then discussed in section (5.1.4).
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5.1.2 Paragenetic sequence o f vein fills.
The minimum number of phases to account for observations in the underground mine
goes:

joints+pyrite/jasper-+banded

silica+* massive black silica+*massive white silica

+*grey silica+*white silica+*black silica+banded phase+black+banded+
white +calcite+pyrite+faulting.

The sequence marked "*"is present in some places as a simple banded package.
Elsewhere each phase is present separately or may crosscut other massive phases.
Where black silica is present in a banded sequence it very frequently occurs late in that
sequence. Where several crosscutting banded phases occur, it is not unusual for each
banded phase to have its own late black pulse (Fig. 39(i)).

There is often a significant white banded vein post-dating most black material. It is
unclear whether this reflects the absence at a particular location of a late black phase
that may be present elsewhere (Fig. 39 (ii)).

The very last phase of quartz is usually massive, sugary and white. This is often seen
as a band sub-parallel to earlier bands, and gives way to quartz-calcite veins. It is
probably the equivalent of the penultimate phase of Begbie (1995) - 'massive platy
calcite veins'(Fig. 39 (ii)-(iii)).
Pyrite crystals often coat one or two faces of the euhedral calcite crystals in the late
calcite veins, indicating that pyrite was present in the closing stages of the system as
well as very early on in the activity (Fig. 39 (iv)).
On the 260RL, the quartz veining always occurs prior to the large, barren calcite veins.
In one location, deeper in the mine, there appeared to be a late phase of black silica
crosscutting a large calcite vein. However, the outcrop was inaccessible and it was not
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possible to prove either that the black material was, indeed, silica or that it was not a
long, narrow breccia clast included in the calcite vein.

Much faulting post-dates veining. Larger faults, such as the West Mine fault may have
as many as a dozen fault planes.

The sequence observed in this study is comparable to that deduced by Begbie (1996)
and Mauk et a1 (1998), who have sulphide + black silica + massive whitelgrey silica

+ banded veins + thin white veins+

crumbly veins + massive platy calcite veins +

flattened rhomb calcite veins.

This is the minimum number of phases, and in reality the sequence- or parts of it- may
be repeated many times.

The very obvious change from quartz deposition to massive carbonate reflects a major
change in fluid composition, possibly from ascending near neutral alkali chloride
waters to descending C 0 2 rich steam-heated fluids (Simmons et al., 2000).
More detailed descriptions of these phases are included in the section on vein textures.
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5.1.3 Description o f vein textures.
Vein textures are described in detail here and discussed in section 5.1.4.

In the broadest terms there are three main types of textures in the material that fills
veins: a) massive veins, b) banded veins and c) breccia-filled veins. All three types are
very commonplace amongst quartz veins, whilst the great majority of calcite veins are
massive.

a ) Massive veins
Massive silica veins range in width from <lcm to a metre or more, and vary widely in
colour from black to white, and various shades of brown and fawn. In hand specimen
they tend to be monochromatic, relatively homogeneous, and lack obvious simple
internal structure (see vein marked 'lB7 in Fig. 39 (iii)).

Some of the of massive veins, however, are more complicated when more closely
examined, though complications are harder to pick out than in the banded veins where
contrasting colours draw the eye to patterns. Sometimes there is evidence of shrinkage,
desiccation or ductile deformation within the vein. In some instances tube-like features
are nested one within another (Fig. 40(i)-(iii), sample AU54633). These are often not
discernable at microscope scale. Some massive veins exhibit very complex mottled
textures, with rounded lobes, made of quartz of slightly different shade, on a scale of
<lmm to 0.5cm diameter. In some places they are reminiscent of tiny dome and basin
structures. Elsewhere they look like curdled milk (Fig. 40 (iv)-(vi), sample AU54634).
The mottled structures are again not easily seen in thin section and may represent
quartz of a very slightly different grain size. They are not the same as the
'microbottryoidal' texture of Hollinger (2001), nor the 'moss7 structure of Dong et a1
(1995), since they do not show concentric banding in thin section.

In thin section the massive veins are a mosaic of interlocking anhedral quartz crystals.
The colour of the vein is usually a reflection of the grain size of its quartz, black veins
tending to have grains of the order 5pm, whilst white veins have grains in the 2050pm range. Darker veins, however, may also contain more pyrite (Simpson, C.R.J.,
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1995). The same differences occur between differently coloured bands in the banded
veins (see next section and Fig. 44, sample AU54637),
There are a few early jasper veins present, up to a few cm thick. This red, chert-like
form of chalcedony, frequently forms the rims to later calcite veins, which utilise the
earlier plane, or is present as breccia clasts in the quartz or calcite veins. The jasper
seems to occur very early (Fig. 41, sample AU54636).

The late massive calcite veins (Fig. 42) are, on the whole, very much more coarsely
grained than the quartz, most commonly consisting of a mosaic of large, interlocking
euhedral-subhedral crystals. The crystals range in size 1 to >5cm across and are
present in veins up to 10m wide (Simmons et al., 2000). In places platy calcite also
occurs.
The great majority of calcite and quartz-calcite massive veins mainly have very
homogeneous fills, but a few veins show two or three phases of calcite (Fig. 41(iv)).
Orange calcite is earlier than white in some outcrops, but more commonly white
calcite is earlier than orangelpink. This may indicate that at least three phases of
calcite deposition are present (either orange* white* orange, or white-, orange*
white), or may represent a minor change in the fluid during a single filling event.
Often a patchy mixture of the two colours is present, suggesting the latter is probable.
There is sometimes a breccia of broken calcite crystals in the centre of thicker calcite
veins (Fig. 42 (ii)). Pyrite crystals frequently form on calcite crystal surfaces and line
vugs, as seen on sample AU54633 in Fig. 39(iv). Very often an open cavity remains in
the centre of calcite veins, and these may be up to 0.5m wide (Fig. 42(iii)). In some
instances the calcite in the cavity has ripple marks akin to those that form in pipes
during exploitation of active geothermal systems (K.L.Brown, pers. comm., 2002).
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b) Banded veins.
Banded veins are very common in the quartz system (Fig. 43(i)). The calcite veins, on
the other hand, have only the vaguest banding at best, usually parallel to the vein walls
(Fig. 43 (ii)). Sometimes there is a slight colour difference between the broad (usually
several cm wide) bands, some being white and others orange-pinlush. This is always
quite vague and not even reliably original colouration rather than a later feature.

The quartz veins of the Golden Cross underground mine (the Empire Vein System) are
now famous for their beautiful, intricately banded nature (Mauk et al., 1998) (Fig.
43(i)). Some are several metres thick and consist of hundreds of fine black, white and
grey bands of silica. The vein fills are complex and represent a repetitive cycle of
silica deposition.
The banded veins are visually striking, because of the greatly contrasting colours of
individual bands. Black, white, creamy, grey and brown quartz are all very common.
Bands range in thickness from less than lmrn to several cm thick and form planar
(colloform texture) to highly contorted patterns, including crustifom texture, where
bands are bottryoidal in form. (Note: some of the bottryoidal material has quartz
replacing what was originally calcite.) At a microscopic scale the main difference
between the black and white bands is a grain size difference, the black bands being
finer 4 p m as opposed to 20-50pm for the white bands) (Fig. 44, sample AU54637).
Some black bands also contain more pyrite and more disordered adularia (which
indicates rapid boiling) (C.R.J.Simpson, 1995; Simpson et al., 1995). The brown1
oatmeal-coloured bands mainly derive their colour from the presence of more
carbonate.

Some single massive veins may be represented along strike by a banded sequence (i.e.
single massive veins may branch out to become a sequence of bands or else may join
with other veins to become a single band of a banded sequence.) In some locations
there are at least four separate banded phases present, all in different orientations.
Even in hand specimen many phases of veining may be obvious (Fig. 45).
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It is also worth noting that all the textures seen in the 'massive' veins are also seen in
individual bands of the banded veins (where the bands are thick enough to be able to
discern the textures).

Many veins exhibit symmetrical banding and small, localised open cavities may
remain in the centre of the vein. The bands are very often apparently 'conformable'
with one another. Bottryoidal textures are very common, and layering frequently
'drapes' over included fragments, giving a concentric pattern (Fig. 46).

In other locations, what at first appears to be a 'conformable' packet of banding
actually contains later phases of veining cutting through parallel to the earlier banding
(Fig. 47). This can be very subtle, especially where the dimensions of the cross-cutting
vein are similar to the earlier bands. The later vein may even follow very fine detail in
the shape of the earlier bands. However the later vein is distinguishable either as a
disruption of the symmetry (Fig. 47 (i)) or where it changes direction and cuts up or
down section into earlier or later 'stratigraphic' bands. Some examples 'step up' and
then fall in parallel to a different band (Fig. 47(ii)). Elsewhere the vein continues at
one level in the banded vein, but branches, and the branch cut across the earlier
banding (Fig. 47(iii)). If the later phase of veining does not crosscut earlier banding,
but runs parallel to it right through the vein, it is, in some instances, still possible to
identify it as a later phase. This is because if the vein cuts through the pre-existing
banding anywhere other than the centre, the perfect symmetry is ruined (Fig. 47 (i)).
This means there is an apparent band on one side of the vein that has no counterpart on
the opposite wall.

There are many examples, especially in thicker veins, where banding is far from
simple and regular. For example, hook-like features of varying complexity are quite
common (Fig. 48(i), sample AU54642). Banding may appear to be particularly
complex where later brecciation has occurred (Fig. 48 (ii)).

c) Breccia-filled veins.
There is a very great variety in the appearance and nature of breccias found in the
veins in the 260RL of the Golden Cross underground workings. Veins that contain
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breccias are sometimes represented along strike by massive veins or in some instances
by banded veins. In such cases, the clasts may be of broken up banded material or the
matrix of the breccia may become a single band of a banded vein (which may or may
not be a band-parallel later vein as described in the previous section). Some examples
have both clast and matrix as part of banded sequences.

The breccias themselves vary in appearance, even over a short distance, within a
single vein. The characteristics that vary are:
material of the clasts;
clasts made of one material or a mixture;
material of the matrix;
size and shape of clasts;
proportion of c1asts:matrix
rounding and sorting of clasts;
coherency of breccia matrixkement;
whether or not clasts 'fit back together' in jigsaw fashion.
Many of these factors depend upon the amount of transport that has taken place, and
therefore on sedimentary rather than structural processes.

The breccias of the 260RL.
Within the main quartz body of the 260RL are a wide range of breccias occurring
within a very short distance. Some of them grade into one another, representing a
continuum. Many of these breccias contain significant carbonate in their matrix or
clasts. Short descriptions give some indication of their variability.

Smooth black quartz breccia (Fig. 49(i)).
Massive black fine grained silica matrix containing clasts of quartz and country
rock. The proportions of c1ast:matrix vary- the black material frequently being
present without any clasts, but maybe in places about 70% clasts. The
fragments tend to be angular and poorly sorted (clasts ranging less than lmm
to 10s of cms). This breccia type often fills irregular vugs, has sharp
boundaries and is surrounded by banded quartz. 'Sedimentary' veins have a
similar black matrix, but tend to have finer detritus (lmm or so), with grains
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more rounded and better sorted and again with a wide range of origins. Graded
bedding and cross bedding are sometimes present, although later infiltration of
the black 'matrix' through earlier detritus can be misleading in this respect.
Type 2 Chaotic dark quartz breccia (Fig. 49(ii)).
Matrix consists of fine, dark silicic material- dark chocolate brown-black. It is
very much more disrupted than type 1, being rather fissile in some places.
Locally it shows chaotic banding or sometimes concentric banding around a
clast. Clasts are on a mm-m scale, and are of a variety of origins- country rock,
carbonate, quartz vein material and 'shelly' material (finely laminated quartzcarbonate material, similar in appearance to shell fragments in beach sands).
Brown- orange rusting is common and results in patchy surface colouring. This
type of brecccia also contains some large silicic vug fills, some of which are
apparently of dilational jog origin. At least some of the brecciation is
apparently caused by vein-parallel faulting, and maybe represents further
brecciation by faulting of a type 1 breccia.
Type 3 Sugary quartz-carbonate breccia (Fig. 49 (iii)).
Has a pebbly-blotchy appearance with dark quartz clasts set in a sugary quartzcarbonate matrix of creamy white-grey colour. Clasts are generally well sorted
on a mm -1cm scale and relatively rounded. Boundaries are quite sharp. There
is some iron staining, as much pyrite is present. These breccias may be
described as 'massive-chaotic'.

Type 4 'Lattice' quartz-carbonate breccia (Fig. 49 (iv)).
This is similar in appearance to type 3 but has a higher carbonate content,
giving it a yellower colour. It has a much more open texture: moulds of clasts
that have been removed form many small cavities. It is unclear whether the
clasts were removed mechanically or by dissolution. Clasts are less than 0.5cm
in size. The dark clasts are often tabular, holes tend to be polygonal and of
similar dimensions. The breccia appears to hold together by a 'network' of
quartz rather than by a matrix as such. It is present in irregular masses and its
boundaries grade from very sharp to gradational- sometimes with the inclusion
of adjacent rock fragments.
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Type 5 Chaotic quartz-carbonate breccia (Fig. 49(v)).
This is similar in appearance to type 3 breccias. It has a knobbly1 humpy
surface texture and contains much more carbonate, which gives it a powdery
coating. It is usually more clast than matrix supported and contains large, flat
clasts. In some places the boundary is sharp. Elsewhere the breccia may grade
into almost pure massive carbonate or into a breccia of more crystalline matrix
then type 6 breccia. It may be described as 'massive- chaotic' or just 'chaotic'.
Type 6 Spheroidal quartz-carbonate breccia (Fig. 49(vi-vii)).
This has a spheroidal texture with disrupted banding. The spheroidal texture is
the remnants of a bottryoidal material on several scales- from lmm to 7cm. It
is a three-dimensional texture and is reminiscent of exfoliation or 'onion-skin'
weathering. Type 6 breccias are high in carbonate content, which gives them a
yellow colour, though the bands range honey brown, fawn, beige, creamy,
grey, black and white. The colouring is very distinctive and where the bands
are less coherent and most disrupted, the colour and the 'earthy' texture
remains. A few layers are crystalline. Grey quartz infiltrates and crosscuts the
earlier bottryoidal carbonate material. Usually this type of breccia is quite
fissile. It may be described as a 'chaotic banded' texture. Its chaotic nature is
most extreme where the outcrop is an oblique cut through the threedimensional bottryoidal texture.

Type 7 Oatmeal quartz-carbonate breccia (Fig. 49(vii) sample AU54644).
This type of breccia is rare. It contains fragments with a 'shelly' or 'oatmeal'
appearance in a grey quartz matrix. It is well sorted, with clasts on a mm-lcm
scale, which tend to be tabular and often aligned with one another. This breccia
type is reported to be very high-grade (up to 8000glT-Simpson, C.R.J., 1995).
It probably represents reworked type 6 breccia.

All these breccias are seen in the main ore body on the 260RL, within a few metres of
one another.
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Jigsaw Breccias.
The term ' jigsaw breccia' is used where breccia clasts are still more or less in place
and so can be fitted back together (Lawless and White, 1990) (Fig. 50). The rock that
is being broken apart may be country rock or earlier vein material. Jigsaw breccias are
gradational with vein networks, depending upon what scale is considered. There are
many instances where the clasts are country rock, in which the jigsaw breccia is more
conveniently viewed as veins (or 'stockwork') cross-cutting the country and these
belong in the chapter on vein opening processes rather than here as we consider the
internal structures within veins. Some insight may be gained into how clasts of certain
shapes form by observing such vein networks. For example, interaction of two
stepping veins may cause isolation of rhombic blocks of rock (inset, Fig. 50). Such
clasts are commonplace within veins, ranging in size from rnm long to several metres
long. They are often seen away from their original location and no longer in a 'jigsaw'
situation.

Jigsaw breccias are relatively common in the calcite systempig. 50(i)). The clasts
vary in size from a rnrn -m scale, are usually angular, almost always made of country
rock and sometimes rotated as they broke away from the main body of country rock,
causing tapering veins.

Those jigsaw breccias that break up earlier vein material are entirely within a vein, but
the matrix may be seen as crosscutting the material of the clasts, to form a composite
vein. Where the fine, black material forms the matrix of the breccia, interesting
textures result. In some places the pre-existing (often banded) clast material has a
shattered appearance (Fig. 51) , crosscut by many fine 'crazy' black veins, which often
lead to broader zones of black matrix. Elsewhere the later phase cuts the clasts
material in a less regular way, with many irregular protrusions of black matrix present
in the earlier material (Fig. 52(iii)).

In contrast to the black material, where the white silica forms the matrix of the breccia,
the clast material is not shattered to nearly the same degree. Clasts are often separated
by more regular and fewer fractures, and may have concentric coating of silica (Fig.
52(i)). The white material is not seen to infiltrate the clast material in the same way as
the black.
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There is also a contrast in the nature of black and grey phases. Where grey silica preexists black, it is usually seen as clasts in a black-matrixed breccia, rather than as a
distinct, crosscut vein (Fig. 52(ii)). Such breccias are seen at all levels throughout the
sequence. Rarely is a black vein observed to crosscut an earlier grey vein. On the other
hand, where black material is earlier than grey, the black silica is usually present as a
distinct vein, then crosscut, either by a grey vein or a breccia containing grey silica
clasts. Black clasts are very rarely observed in a grey matrix, and only in the lowest
part of the deposit.

'Sedimentary' vein breccias (Figs 53-55)
There are many examples of vein breccias with textures resembling those of
sedimentary rocks. In addition to rounding of fragments, the following sedimentary
structures have been observed: sorting, graded bedding, cross-bedding, hummocky
cross stratification, dewatering structures, channels and alignment of clasts (Figs 5355). There are cases where thin strips of vein material have been pulled off the walls,
rotating and bridging the open cavity, causing a build up of detritus upstream of them.
These 'septa', then, behave as dams. Such septa may be made of either black and
white silicic material, but seem to be most commonly of the white material.

There are, in addition, a number of 'pseudo-sedimentary' structures present in the
veins at Golden Cross. Many of these are structural in origin. For example, what
appears at first sight to be cross-bedding or hummocky cross stratification is in some
cases, on closer inspection, a series of sub parallel cross-cutting fine veins (Fig. 55).
This is particularly common where the black material crosscuts earlier material. Even
where there is pre-existing detritus, the crosscutting veins pick their way through
between the grains to give the appearance of cross-bedding. Veins may go around
some individual grains, but occasionally cut straight through one. Elsewhere, apparent
ripples are actually asymmetric bottryoidal structures.
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d) Other features in veins (Fig. 56).
Describing veins as 'massive, banded or breccia-filled' is a classification into which
the majority of veins fit. There are, however, some features that are ambiguous and for
which there is not an immediately obvious category where they belong.
Some large open cavities or vugs with very irregular geometries are among these
features (Fig. 56(i)-(ii)). These are observed both within veins and within country
rock. These cavities are frequently lined by banded quartz veins but then mostly filled
by a massive black phase, which may or may not contain breccia clasts.

Quartz veins often contain rhombs or lenses of silicic material (Fig. 56 (iii)-(iv)).
These are regular rhombic cavities filled by a later quartz phase, and occur on a scale
of several cm to a couple of metres across.

Some veins contain many such irregular features, and may represent later filling of a
vein that had a rather open structure. An example of this is shown in Fig. 52 (iii) and
the second quartz vein panorama, from the southern crosscut of the 260RL exploration
drive, Fig. 66..
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5.1.4 Intervretation o f Vein Textures and Discussion.
The vein textures described in the previous section are very reminiscent of those seen
in silica scaling on the walls of steel pipes and in the weir box of active geothermal
systems that are currently being exploited (Simmons et al., 2000). In the following
section, the vein and pipe scale textures are compared, with the assumption that they
may form by similar processes.

a) Massive veins.
On the whole, the massive veins may indicate very simple, single pulse filling. If fill
occurred in multiple phases, the fluid and physical conditions have been very similar
throughout making separate pulses indistinguishable. Stress orientations probably also
did not change radically, so that crosscutting did not occur. The result is that the vein
has a similar appearance to a simply, single-event filled vein.

On the other hand, it is also possible that the massive nature of the fill is a result of
subsequent recrystallisation. The mosaic of interlocking anhedral quartz crystals, seen
in thin section is reported to reflect recrystallisation of what was formerly massive
chalcedony or an amorphous silica gel (Dong et a1.,1995), (although amorphous silica
may form very hard scale in geothermal pipes (S.F.Simmons pers. cornm., 2002)).
Shrinkage, desiccation cracks and ductile deformation within the vein also indicates
that a gel-like material was present at the time of deformation, just after deposition
(Hatscheck and Simon, 1912, Oehler, 1976). The disruption may have been due to
later fluid through-flow- for example, the nested tube-like features (Fig. 40 (i)-(iii))
may have formed where a jet of fluid disturbed a newly formed gel. When two fluids
of different densities and/or viscosities mix, a very complicated pattern with many
lobes and dome and basin type structures tends to develop. The mottled textures in
some veins are very reminiscent of such patterns and may reflect formation by mixing
of liquidslgels of different density and/or viscosity. The 'curdled milk' texture (Fig.
40(iv)-(vi)) may be preservation of amorphous colloidal material coagulating and
being suspended in a gel (Saunders, 1994; Saunders and Schoenly, 1995).
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In contrast to what textures in these veins suggest, gels are rarely- almost never- seen
in steel pipes used in active geothermal systems. (K.L.Brown, pers. cornrn., 2002).
Deposits are invariably hard- those that form over longer periods being harder than
those that build up more quickly. This may be because the pipe walls are smooth and
the rapid flow-through of fluid may flush out any gels forming upon them. The walls
of fractures within rock may be rougher than the pipe walls, and cavities form which
hold gels close to their place of formation. It may not be so easy to flush out gels from
an irregular fracture network than smooth, regular pipes, and so the gel textures are
preserved.
The presence of amorphous silica - whether gel-like or hard- indicates that boiling has
occurred at a slightly deeper level in the system, probably as a result of a sudden
pressure drop. (This results in the fluid becoming oversaturated with respect to
amorphous silica, which then precipitates) (Henley and Brown, 1985; Fournier,
1985a). Gels needs particularly vigorous boiling compared to amorphous silica sols
and agglomerates, since gels require a large particulate surface area- i.e. a very large
number of very fine particles (Iler, 1979; Brown, 2001). The cycle probably began
with a seismic event opening up fractures to the surface, or at least causing fractures to
connect in a network, causing a pressure drop, which led to boiling of the
hydrothermal liquid, bringing about a change in fluid composition, and cooling, which
resulted in precipitation of silica, that eventually sealed the fracture. Thus the seismic
activity influences both the opening and the filling of the veins.

The fact that gels were present within the veins means that some of the deformation
that is preserved within the textures is ductile- even though it occurred at depths of
500m or less (c.f. Anstiss, 1987, e.g. fig. 12 of this thesis).
The jasper is consistently early (Fig. 41). This may mean it represents original bands
in the country rock or may have been formed in association with early faulting
although lack of pre-existing marker horizons makes this difficult to prove.

Late calcite veins.

The contrast between the styles of quartz and calcite veins is a reflection of the
fundamental differences in the conditions in which these two systems formed. Not
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only were the fluids of different compositions, but the fluid flow regimes were
apparently also very different. The quartz veins formed from an upwelling near-neutral
pH alkali chloride-rich fluid, which was cooling. According to Simmons et al, 2000,
the calcite veins formed from a C 0 2 rich, steam-heated liquid that was descending into
a collapsing hydrological system, (i.e. pressures were falling in the 'reservoir') and
was heated as it did so. Hence it precipitated the vast amounts of calcite, which has
inverse solubility with respect to temperature (Fournier, 1985b). The almost
completely monomineralic fill of calcite is weighty evidence that the calcite formed
due to the increasing thermal gradient (i.e. the rocks were hotter than the incoming
liquid), since silica, by contrast deposits as silica saturated waters cool.

There is, however, another possible scenario to precipitate calcite. This may be due to
boiling or effervescing (C02 coming out without boiling) of the hydrothermal liquid
due to a pressure drop (Fournier, 1985b; Henley and Brown, 1985, Drummond and
Ohmoto, 1985). C 0 2 loss would compensate for the effect of cooling as the fluid
flowed across the thermal gradient, whereby silica would tend to precipitate but calcite
to dissolve. However, Simmons and Browne (2000), in a study of the currently active
Broadlands-Ohaaki hydrothermal system, which is taken to be analogous to the
environment in which low sulphidation epithermal deposits form (Heald et a1.,1987),
describe a predictable sequence in which minerals deposit form after boiling- and
therefore with increasing distance above the boiling front. Calcite (often bladed or
platy) is the first mineral to deposit, according to the reaction:
l C O ~ ?+H20.
2HCo3-+ ca2+-+ c a ~ 0 3 . +
This causes a slight pH increase that favours precipitation of adularia, then gold, and
finally amorphous silica. These latter minerals would form at a higher level in the
hydrological system than the calcite. This separate precipitation of quartz and calcite
occurs so long as silica activity is controlled by phase separation due to steam loss, pH
increase, and amorphous silica oversaturation, rather than by quartz equilibrium. It is
possible, then, to get calcite precipitating locally without quartz, even in a cooling
environment, as the effect of COz loss (as in the equation above) overrides that of its
tendency to dissolve.
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This phenomenon occurs at a boiling front whose depth fluctuates continuously
(Browne and Lawless, 2001) and so the depth at which calcite and the subsequent
minerals precipitate can also be expected to vary (Simmons and Browne, 2000). In
order for the large calcite veins to fill with calcite but not silica, the boiling front
would need to remain nearly static for the duration of the filling of the veins.

Another factor to note is that, although there is platy calcite- which is a strong
indicator of boiling (Browne, 1978)- within the late, barren veins at Golden Cross, it is
not possible to tell whether the boiling occurred as a result of an upwelling chloride
fluid, or locally from a heated descending carbon dioxide-rich fluid (Hedenquist and
Browne, 1989; Simmons and Christenson, 1994; Simmons and Browne, 2000).

It seems that the monomineralic nature of these veins points to the former model,
down-flowing fluids, being the more likely of the two to precipitate calcite. (Simmons
et al., 2000). However, if the upwelling alkali chloride fluids were very close to
boiling, a sudden pressure drop as a result of a seismic event would cause it to boil
instantaneously, dumping down large amounts of calcite (Simmons and Browne,
2000). This is congruent with the very massive textures seen in the calcite veins. Both
scenarios are possible and both are taken into account here, as the structural
implications are considered.
The coarse textures of the calcite veins are thought to be primary growth textures
rather than the product of recrystallisation of what were initially finer grains of calcite
(pers. comm S.F.Simmons and P.R.L.Browne, 2002). It is unclear whether they
formed by the slow growth of large crystals from dilute fluids, or whether they formed
quickly.

(Carbonate may precipitate at much faster rates than silica. In active

geothermal systems, pipes grow scale of amorphous silica at a rate of millimetres per
year that could be filled by calcite precipitated in weeks (White, 1968)). The large size
and coarse crystals of the calcite veins does not preclude rapid filling of the fissures,
and it therefore does not mean veins were necessarily held open for long periods.
Some veins are of the order of 2 x 30 x 20m, and from the massive fill appear to have
been cavities that were held open and filled in one phase, or at least opened at a rate
which kept pace with the filling. There is no clear evidence for a crack-seal-crack type
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cycle. (Ramsay, 1980) Although the crystals are coarse, they do not form comb
textures. Open cavities remain at the centre of some veins.

There are many examples of wide veins filled entirely by crystalline calcite, and many
where significant wallrock jigsaw- type breccias occur, with clasts on a scale of mm-m
long. If the broad veins were opened in a single event and were then held open- even
for days- in an environment with great volumes of fluids flowing through them, one
might expect that the walls would collapse very readily. Such collapses would be
preserved as jigsaw breccias. The presence of such examples on different scales may
indicate that the veins represent large, open cavities that were held open for the
duration of precipitation, rather than being filled as they opened in an episodic fashion,
always having been present as narrow fractures. There are also examples where large,
wide cavities (in the order of 0.5m) remain open to this day- even where they are very
flat-lying (Fig. 42(iii)).

The two scenarios for the sudden switch from dominantly quartz vein fills to massive,
barren calcite veins that contains no quartz have different implications for the
palaeohydrology of the system. (Hedenquist, 1990). (They also have different
economic implications leading to different exploration models).

Structural implications if calcite veinsformed from heating of down-flowing fluids.
The first model, where the fluids were sucked (or dribbled) back down into open
cavities, requires that the upwelling fluids that formed the earlier quartz veins be
'switched off' (or did not get close to the ground surface) and that the perched fluids
representing meteoric water heated by C 0 2 rich steam start descending into cavities in
the rock. Simmons et a1 (2000) estimated approximately 2 x 1 0 ~tons, requiring water to
be drawn from an area - of the order of 2 x 2 x 0.5krn in order to fill the veins. This,
then, represents a major change in the hydrology of the system. The upwelling zone
must have shifted some distance- maybe further down the present Waitekauri Valley,
since hydrothermal alteration seems to occur in a corridor right down towards
Karangahake (Cargill et al., 1995).

This major upheaval in the hydrology of the system occurred simultaneously with the
opening of many new (the calcite veins crosscut rather than following earlier quartz
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veins) significant fractures in the rock- fractures that caused large dilations in more
than one direction. This means that the structure is the leading factor in the switch
from quartz to calcite deposition, rather than being a passive factor, 'the cracks just
happened to be there, ready to be filled by whatever happened to fill them'. The
catastrophic event, or series of events, causing the opening of major new fractures also
directed new fluids into the part of the hydrothermal system now represented by the
Empire Vein Zone, and began precipitating veins of a completely different
mineralogy. At the same time, the upflow of fluids was 'switched off' at Golden Cross
and started up elsewhere (i.e. the piezometric surface was now well below the ground
at Golden Cross, so fluids no longer discharged at the surface).

Structural implications if calcite veins formed from boiling of up-welling fluids.
If the second scenario for calcite vein formation is true, this requires a significant
shallowing of the boiling front in the Golden Cross system, and that the boiling zone
remain relatively static for the duration of the filling of the veins. It is possible that the
sudden pressure drop caused by opening of the large cavities was enough to bring
boiling closer to the surface. The veins may then have filled quickly, so the boiling
front would not need to be held static for a long period. The calcite veins are
significant in that there are few crosscutting relationships among them, and the fills are
surprisingly homogeneous- all congruent with rapid filling in one major phase. In this
scenario it is once again a major catastrophic event leading to a sudden change in fluid
chemistry and hence vein mineralogy- the structure leading the chemistry by
controlling the shallow hydrology and affecting the processes (boiling) that control
mineral deposition (Browne and Lawless, 2001).

In other words, both models for calcite vein formation have the same implications for
structural process: that a major tectonic event suddenly and dramatically changed the
hydrology of the system, thus causing a sudden switch from quartz to calcite
deposition.

The presence of broken calcite crystals in the centre of some thicker calcite veins (Fig.
42(iii) indicates that seismic activity probably continued after their last major filling
pulse. Another possibility is that the brecciation was caused by fluid forcing its way
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through the central cavity during later hydrothermal eruptions (Hedenquist and
Henley,1985; Browne and Lawless, 2001).

There are other epithermal deposits in which late, barren calcite veins occur in
association with earlier, mineralised quartz- often on the periphery of the mineralised
veins, but sometimes crosscutting the ore zone itself. Examples include the Kushikino
deposit in Japan (Matsuhisa et al, 1985), the Fresnillo district of Mexico (Simmons,
1991, Gemmel et al, 1988), and other epithermal deposits in the southwestern USA
and Mexico (Buchannan, 1981). More locally, similar late calcite veins occur on a
smaller scale at Martha and Gladstone Hill deposits at Waihi (Panther, 1995;
Hollinger, 2002) and at Kapanga (see chapter 1).

b) Banded veins.
Banded veins are common in epithermal quartz veins (Adams, 1920; Spurr, 1926;
Dowling and Morrison, 1988; Saunders, 1994; Cargill et al, 1995). On the Coromandel
Peninsula they also occur in the deposits at Broken Hills (Moore, 1976), Karangahake
(Anstiss, 1984), Martha (Panther, 1995) and Gladstone Hill (Hollinger, 2002). C.R.J.
Simpson (1995) described in detail the mineralogy and geochemistry of the banded
veins at Golden Cross.

Silicic scales depositing in the pipes and weir boxes of currently active geothermal
wells have very similar textures to the banded veins and are taken to be direct
analogues of vein fills in the epithermal environment. (Christenson, 1987; Christenson
and Hayba, 1995; Simmons, Mauk and Simpson, 2000)

Crustifom- and especially colloform textures (Figs 43-44 & 46)

have been

interpreted as recrystallisation textures after an amorphous silica gel (Dong et a].,
1995), or after chalcedony (Sanders and Black, 1988). The rounded, bottryoidal
structures (Fig. 46) are thought to form due to surface tension in the gel (Dong et al,
1995; Adams, 1920; Rogers, 1917), or alternatively, segregation of impurities by
crystallisation from a viscous gel (Dong et al, 1995; Adams, 1920; Oehler, 1976).
However, bottryoidal growth occurs in silica sinters at surface in silicic and carbonate
deposits that are hard and not gel-like. (pers. comm. P.R.L.Browne, 2002). Carbonate
gels have not been reported in modern hydrothermal systems pers. comrn.
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K.L.Brown, 2002). The bottryoidal texture is, though, indicative of growth into an
open space, if not necessarily from a gel. Conformable bands in symmetrically banded
veins- whether colloform or crustiform- also indicate that they grew into a cavity
which was held open, or opened at a rate which kept pace with precipitation, until the
precipitates finally filled the fissure (or almost filled it, where a central cavity remains)
(Dowling and Morrison, 1989). It is possible that in some cases the vein opened in
more than one episode, and the central suture formed the locus of the second phase of
opening so that the symmetry of the banding continued and a separate phase was not
distinguishable.

The individual layers do not, in themselves, indicate a complete crack-seal-crack
cycle. In the wellhead silencers of geothermal wells the scaling often has a very
similar texture to the banded epithermal veins. These scales occur as a result of
cycling of different fluids- or fluids under different physical conditions- in an open
space that is never completely sealed by the precipitates (Brown, 1986; Clarke and
Williams-Jones, 1990; Christenson and Hayba, 1995; Simmons, Mauk and Simpson,
2000). These silica scales often show similar microscopic textures to the veins, too,
with variations in grain size resulting in different coloured bands (Brown, 1986;
Simmons et al., 2000).

Some banded veins have dark layers that are very much richer in gold and pyrite (C.

R. J. Simpson, 1995: Simpson et a]., 1995). Christenson, 1987, and Christenson and
Hayba, 1995, describe a colloidal suspension in a fluid discharging from a well at
Kawerau, near Taupo, that was used only periodically. When it was not discharging
the liquid phase was in effect held static whilst the gaseous phase could escape.
During this time reactions took place in the reservoir resulting in the precipitation of
the colloids. When the well was again discharged, the black colloids were flushed out
in suspension, but after about fifteen minutes the black discharge cleared to the more
'normal' geothermal fluid. In the wellhead silencer, the colloids were included within
the silicic precipitate that formed as the pressure was suddenly reduced. This resulted
in a dark band that was very rich in sulphides and gold.

If these examples are taken to be direct analogues of epithermal deposits, we may infer
that the simple banding reflects changing conditions either chemical or physical- of
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fluids. The initial opening of the crack in which the precipitates form is a structural
process- probably a seismic event(s) (Vearnecombe, 1993). Structural processes may
also indirectly govern the nature of the precipitates, too. Deeper in the system, seismic
activity may open fractures that cause a pressure drop similar to that observed in the
geothermal wellhead, causing boiling. The result is not only precipitation at the level
of the pressure drop/ boiling front, but also a change in the chemistry of the fluid (now
two phase). This fluid moves up through the system, and as it does so, encounters
different physical conditions and further precipitates will reflect these. In this scenario
a tectonic event has led to a change in the fluid chemistry and the exact nature of the
precipitates that form in the veins. The system is active and dynamic. The level of the
boiling front shifts constantly, with precipitation sealing one fracture at the same time
as others open. An open fracture will have constantly changing (in temperature,
composition, proportion of gas:liquid) fluid passing through, as its distance from the
boiling front changes and precipitation occurs at different rates, resulting in different
grain sizes. In addition there may be some places where the liquid phase is static but
degassing, where pyrite-rich precipitates form. On further seismic activity, these fluids
may be flushed through the system in the same way the fluids did at Kawerau, when
the wellhead was opened, leaving a pyrite rich layer in the cracks they flowed through
(Hoskin, 1994; Simpson C.R.J., 1995). In this way the structural processes are very
active in dictating the hydrology of the system. (Sibson et a]., 1975; Sibson, 1981;
Sibson 1996; Cox et al., 2001). The structural processes also change the physical
conditions such as pressure, which has a direct consequence for where precipitation
occurs and also the nature of the precipitates that form. This is true even where the
crack is opened and filled passively, giving 'conformable' layers, rather than in the
crack- seal-crack type cycle. (Ramsay, 1980).

In the more complicated veins, where there are crosscutting veinlets, the vein must
have been opened and sealed in a cyclic fashion. (Ramsay, 1980). In this case the
banding in the vein represents at least two different cycles. The first is as described
above, a cyclic changing of fluids and precipitates, indirectly related to tectonics,
resulting in the coarse-fine-coarse cyclic nature of the banding. The second,
superimposed on the first, is an open-seal-open cycle, which is more directly related to
tectonics. These complications make it very difficult to trace individual layers for
more than a few metres, even where a vein continues for many metres. It is, therefore,
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impossible to unravel the exact hydrology of even a small part of the system at any
one time.

This cyclic activity (opening fractures, which then seal and reopen, and the consequent
fluctuations in fluid composition, state etc.) is very compatible with the type of
seismic activity observed in active geothermal systems. In the vicinity of such
systems, earthquake swarms are common, where a large number of small earthquakes
occur without a distinct principal shock. The amount of activity increases and
decreases with time, and is frequently distributed throughout a large body of rock.
This contrasts with the mainshock-aftershock sequences occurring elsewhere (Sibson,
2001). Each microearthquake probably represents a small fracturing event, triggering
the movement of fluid through the interconnected network of veins.

Where there is a non-symmetrical mineral package with a 'band' on one side of the
vein that has no counterpart on the opposite wall (Fig. 47(i)), it is possible that, rather
than representing a later, crosscutting phase, the 'band' originally had a counterpart
but it was removed by erosion or dissolution. If the latter were true one might expect
the erosion to cut through irregularly, rather than removing a single, discrete band on
one wall but not the other. The presence of a later, crosscutting phase is, then, the
more likely explanation.

The fact that some veins cut through the fill of earlier veins, and do so parallel to
banding (Fig. 47(iv)), shows that the healed fracture was a weakening feature in the
rock mass, and particularly weak in the direction parallel to the banding. Banded
silica scales from active wells also have a weak, fissile nature, parallel to their
banding. Elsewhere, where the later vein 'cuts up section' in the banding, the early fill
may have been slightly more coherent (Fig. 47(ii), (iii)). The crosscutting vein,
however, still cuts through the earlier fill rather than a new fracture being created, so
overall the healed fracture was still a weakness. This is not always the case. There are
many examples where later veins do not follow earlier ones, even where they are close
by and subparallel. In these instances it was easier for a new fracture to open than to
reopen the healed one. The healing of the fracture had caused no weakening of the
rock mass, and possibly even strengthened it.
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The presence of very complex structures (Fig. 48) within the veins may reflect the
original nature of the fills. For example, some may be due to disruption of fills by
turbulent flow of fluid through a gel. However, it is often not possible to discern
whether these complexities are primary features or the product of some kind of
deformation.

c) Breccia--1led veins.
Brecciation processes, causing bodies of rocks to be broken into clasts, are of interest
from a number of viewpoints. They give information about the mechanical nature of
the clast material at the time of their formation, the physical properties of the
brecciating fluids, and are also of interest from an exploration point of view. Breccias
frequently form zones of high-grade ore within a deposit (Lawless and White, 1990;
Bobis et al, 1995). A variety of breccias are seen and they probably have a range of
origins, some with more structural relevance than others.

The variability of the breccias of the 260RL (Fig. (49)), typical of breccias in other
parts of the Golden Cross Deposit, indicates that very localised factors controlled their
formation. The textures of unbrecciated veins vary dramatically, so the products of
their brealung up can also be expected to do so. The extent to which the precursors are
broken also varies very locally, depending upon such factors as the small details of the
hydrology of the system- exactly where the fluids flow, how quickly and how
turbulently. Such localised differences in environment can be expected to cause
variations in product analogous to small scale facies variations in a river sediments, or
those from other sedimentary environments (e.g. Allen, 1970; Leeder, 1982). The
constantly changing physical properties such as pressure, and chemistry and physical
state of the fluids also has a bearing. Some types of breccia represent reworking of
earlier generations- in a complex and evolving system this is predictable. This occurs
in different ways- sometimes by faulting along earlier breccia packages, elsewhere by
breaking up, reworking and deposition of the early breccia by later fluid. Some
breccias contain clasts with earlier veins that do not apparently continue through into
the matrix, and in such cases at least two phases of vein formation and brecciation has
occurred. The appearance of some breccias is altered by dissolution of clasts by later
fluids. There are probably many instances where the evidence for more than one phase
of brecciation is lost during the reworking. Rebrecciation of earlier breccias may be
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one process that results in clasts with a variety of origins concentrating in the one
location (e.g. Fig. 55, sample AU54648).
It is clear that structure and tectonics are far from the only controlling factor in the
formation and final appearance of breccias. Jigsaw-type breccias (Fig. 50) are part of a
continuum with vein networks, so brecciation processes and vein opening processes
are intimately related. The orientation of the walls of clasts in the jigsaw breccia is
related to the stresses of the system in the same way as the orientation of veins within
a network. The difference is merely a matter of scale. Other processes such as
hydraulic fracturing (Grindley and Browne, 1976) may also be at work, but where and
how the rock fractures is a structural question. Orientation analysis is not presented
separately here for breccias, but the analysis of vein networks presented later in this
thesis includes some examples that could equally be called jigsaw breccias.

From a structural perspective, the breccias that are of most interest are those which are
closest to source, and preserved as the rocks were still being broken apart, and veins
opened up (Lawless and White, 1990). Here we can see the structural nature of the
breaking apart of rocks. Elsewhere, other factors, such as erosion by fluids of vein
walls and modification of clasts during transport make it difficult to ascertain what the
initial breaking-apart process was. The processes that involve transport through the
system are more sedimentological than structural, and outside the scope of this thesis.

Those jigsaw breccias that break up earlier vein material give insight into the
behaviour of different types of silicic material within the system. Here the breccia is
entirely within a vein, but the matrix may be seen as crosscutting the material of the
clasts, to form a composite vein. Of particular interest are the contrasting styles of
brecciation associated with different coloured silica matrix and clasts (Figs 51 and 52).
This may in part be related to a contrasting mechanical nature of clasts at the time of
brecciation. It may also be related to the different physical properties of the brecciating
fluid and/or the ambient physical conditions associated with each silica type. In other
words the differences in the styles of brecciation are probably related to the nature of
the material which is being broken up, the nature of the fluid which is breaking it up
and the ambient conditions.
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It is very notable that the fine, black material seems to behave very aggressively in
forcing apart earlier vein material (Fig. 51, 52(ii)). The shattering of the pre-existing
(often banded) material, and the contrasting irregular, often rounded, protrusions of
black matrix (Fig. 52(iii)) may reflect a difference in the state of the pre-existing vein
material at the time of the infiltration of the later black material. If the material is
consolidated and brittle, the shattering-type opening may occur- probably in relation to
a seismic event. The more irregular mode of occurrence of the black matrix (Fig.
52(iii)) may suggest that the later phase forced its way in by a process akin to a dyke
intruding into country rock (Pollard et al, 1975). The dyke- like intrusion may occur
where the earlier material was still relatively soft and perhaps like a stiff gel. In this
case it may be possible for the black material to squeeze its way into the material. The
'fingering in' -which is also seen within dykes- may be akin to the lobes seen in the
pattern formed when two different fluids mix (Pollard et al., 1975). It is as though the
clast and matrix are actually both behaving as fluids, though with a greatly contrasting
density1 viscosity. In both cases the presence of disordered adularia (Simpson, C.R.J.,
1995) and the fine nature of the black matrix point to vigorous boiling and fast
precipitation, which fits well with this suggestion of an aggressive, rapidly occurring
brecciation process.

The contrasting appearance of breccias with white matrix (Fig. 52(i)), with less
shattering and more regular fractures may indicate a less violent, in some ways more
passive, mode of formation. The coarser grained nature of the white matrix may
indicate that the fluids were not boiling at the time of brecciation. The common
presence of concentric banding around clasts in such breccias indicates precipitation of
the matrix over a period of time. This would have resulted in more simple tectonic
control on the nature of the breccia, rather than a more random, uncontrolled
brecciation due to the energy of the volume change induced by the expansion of the
boiling fluid (Browne and Lawless, 2001).

The fact that grey clasts are frequently present in black matrixed breccias, whereas the
reverse is seldom true, may indicate that the grey and black silica have a very differing
mechanical nature. This would affect how the earlier material breaks up and is
transported as clasts, or the way the matrix material intrudes or tears off clasts. Some
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breccias with grey clasts broke up along a planar fabric suggestive that the material
was rather fissile in nature at the time of brecciation (Fig. 51(ii)). The brecciating fluid
may also vary in properties such as density andor viscosity, and this may have a
bearing on how the material breaks apart

In some instances, there is clear evidence that the pre-existing vein material was
already hard and brittle deformation occurred. For example, those cases where thin
strips of vein material have been pulled off the walls, rotating, bridging and damming
the open cavity. Clearly the 'septa' must have been hard to withstand further
deformation, remain relatively intact and provide a wall against which detritus built
UP.
The jigsaw breccias in the carbonate system are relatively simple. By definition clasts
are close to source and fit back together. Rotation of blocks, and 'roofburst' type
geometries suggest that they formed by the collapse of the walls of large, open cavities
as the carbonate-rich fluids passed through them.

'Sedimentary' vein breccias.
The preserved sedimentary structures in veins almost certainly reflect sedimentary
processes akin to those that are active in rivers etc. at surface. (Schieber and Katsura,

1986). For example, alignment of clasts may indicate fluid flow direction (e.g. Fig.
55(iii). These sedimentary structures are interesting from sedimentological and
hydrological points of view. They bring in information about fluid dynamics and also
about physical conditions of the fluid such as viscosity and density. These may be
initially controlled by tectonic activity, but they change constantly with a whole range
of processes. Consequently the structures give information the smallest scale structural
processes, without adding much to the overall tectonic picture. They do show clearly
that erosion was occurring in some parts of the system (hence not all cavities had a
structural origin), and solid material was carried along with the geothermal fluids.

In ordinary sedimentary environments such features are often critical in discerning
way up of beds. Within veins, however it is possible that some pseudo-sedimentary
structures may form on steep vein walls or ceilings of veins as material coats all vein
walls. Structures forming in sandstone dykes and sedimentary breccia pipes are often
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different from those forming in other sedimentary environments, and are possibly very
similar to the structures forming in hydrothermal veins (McCallum, 1985; Peterson,

1968; Winslow, 1983). In other words sedimentary structures in veins may be
unreliable 'way-up' or geopetal indicators. Ripple-like asymmetric bottryoidal
structures, indicate growth into an open void and into fluid current direction, as
precipitation occurs preferentially on the upstream side of the structure (pers. comm.
P.R.L.Browne, 1988). If they were true ripples the opposite flow direction would be
inferred, so caution is needed in the interpretation of any ripple-like structures with
respect to flow.
There is a possibility that sedimentary processes within veins could cause
concentration of economic minerals, as they do in rivers (Schieber and Katsura, 1986).
This could in some cases to lead to bonanza-type mineralization.
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Discussion
The term 'hydrothermal breccia' has been used to cover a very wide variety of breccia
types in the epithermal environment. These are formed by a wide range of processes
(Sillitoe, 1985; Lawless and White, 1990). For example, 1) volcaniclastic host rock
breccias that undergo hydrothermal alteration may in some cases be referred to as
'hydrothermal breccias' as may hydrothermal eruption breccias- especially those that
are later silicified (Robson and Stevens, 1991; Ebert and Rye, 1987). 2) Fault-rock
breccias in the system may become silicified. 3) There are the breccias which form by
the erosion of vein walls as fluids flow through, and 4) those which are formed as new
veins open, breaking apart the coherent country rock or earlier vein material. In
practice it may be very difficult to determine the actual process by which a breccia
formed. Therefore it is important to keep classification as descriptive (Bryner, 1968;
Lawless and White, 1990), and care should be taken when using the term
'hydrothermal breccia' not to make assumptions about genesis.

In active geothermal fields, processes causing brecciation at depth may lead to
hydrothermal eruptions at the surface (Browne and Lawless, 2001; Hedenquist and
Henley, 1985). This occurs both naturally, and as a response to man-made changes
brought about by exploitation (Nelson and Giles, 1985; Thompson, 1976).
Observation of present-day eruptions in action and the surface products of recent
eruptions provide information about processes occurring at depth.

It is not uncommon for small seismic events to trigger hydrothermal activity, which
may be delayed for some hours after the earthquake. An earthquake in Yellowstone,
USA, in 1959 was followed within 24 hours by activity of 289 geysers- 160 of which
had no previous history of eruption. Some of these also erupted solid material (Marler
and White, 1975; Browne and Lawless, 2001). Where fluids within the system are
close to boiling, and the seismic event causes a pressure drop by opening fractures to
surface, or connecting to cavities of lower pressure, the liquid will suddenly flash to
steam. The energy created by the sudden volume increase associated is sufficient to
brecciate the rocks, and in some cases fragments are ejected to the surface, sometimes
from as deep as 450m (Collar and Browne, 1985; Mastin 1991).
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From the stratigraphy observed within the deposits of some hydrothermal eruptions,
the initial focus is often near the surface, then the boiling front, consequent brecciation
and further pressure drop migrates downwards. (Browne and Lawless, 2001). It is
probable that similar processes occur deeper in the system, even where the fractures
and brecciation products do not reach the surface. Tectonic events cause fracturing,
pressure drop, phase change, dilation and further pressure drop, leading to deep
boiling (Sibson, 1989; Grindley and Browne, 1976). This continues until the steam no
longer has enough energy to cause the brecciation, or until the precipitation that
accompanies boiling seals the fracture. (Browne and Lawless, 2001). The whole cycle
is complex, initiated by tectonics but producing a 'chain reaction' of events that causes
the brecciation to occur over a wider area. The boiling associated with this process
may lead to the high-grade ore noted in many breccias. The variety observed in the
textures of the breccias at Golden Cross are a reflection of these complex processes.

d) Other features in veins.
The formation of the large, very irregular open cavities or vugs is difficult to explain
in any terms other than by removal of material (e.g. Fig. 56 (i)-(ii)). The cavities in
vein material may be due to incomplete filling of the vein leaving an irregular cavity,
but this does not explain those that form in country rock. The material may have been
removed by mechanical erosion or by dissolution. There is evidence that dissolution
did occur within the system - there are examples where an individual layer or band
within a vein is preferentially leached and cases where pitting in a surface indicates
preferential removal of some crystals (Fig. 54(iii)). The presence of sedimentary
detritus points to erosion within the system. The fact that these cavities are frequently
lined by banded quartz veins then filled by a massive black phase, often containing
breccia clasts indicates that the cavities are linked to a whole network of veins in three
dimensions, rather than being isolated features. When breccia clasts are present they
usually appear to be transported into the cavity, rather than having been pulled off the
adjacent wall, and are sometimes very rounded and from a range of sources. This may
be because the fluid slowed on entering the wide cavity, and deposited the detritus it
had been carrying through the narrower veins.
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The rhombs or lenses of silicic material often found in quartz veins (Fig. 56 (iii),(iv))
may form by several mechanisms, though distinguishing which mechanism operated at
a given outcrop is not always possible. The rhombsl lenses may represent:
-infill of vugs in an open vein,
-fingering in ('intrusion') of later phase silica into an earlier filled vein,
-breccia pieces 'floating' in later phase silica,
-jogs opening out during later shearing and then infilled by silica,
-shearing out of pre-existing layer of silica causing isolation from the rest of the layer.

Some veins contain many such irregular features, and may represent later filling of a
vein that had a rather open structure. An example of this was discussed in the section
on breccias and is shown in Fig. 52(iii) the second quartz vein panorama, from the
southern crosscut of the 260RL exploration drive in Fig. 66 of the next chapter.
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5.1.5 Summarv

Clearly the Empire Vein system represents a complex cycle of events of vein opening
and deposition of silica and calcite. Different parts of the system were active at
different times, resulting in complex crosscutting patterns. Tectonic activity was
instrumental not only in the opening of fractures, but also in controlling hydrology,
physical conditions such as pressure and consequently where boiling occurred in the
system at different times and ultimately fluid chemistry. Even major changes in
mineralogy, such as the sudden shift from quartz to calcite deposition may be initiated
by a seismic event. Textures within the veins are a reflection of the whole range of
processes, but all point to the critical importance of structural processes in their
formation. Textures also reflect differences in the mechanical nature of the vein
material- ranging from ductile deformation of gels to shattering of material that was
clearly brittle.

The whole cycle mentioned above focuses only on a minimum number of phases and,
in reality, the cycle of silica deposition was probably repeated many hundreds of
times. Comparison of the Empire Vein Zone with active hydrothermal systems implies
that the veins may actually open and fill in very short times. If they precipitated
minerals in the naturally formed fluid conduits at a rate which was comparable to scale
build up in man-made pipes, even the largest veins could be filled in a matter of a
couple of years- or maybe even within a few months, given the right conditions. This
is especially true for the calcite veins (White, 1968). Old, disused bores, where the
steel sleeve has been removed may stay open, even at depth for months or years and
do not always collapse in on themselves (Pers. comm. P.R.L.Browne, 2002). This
depends on the nature of the country rock, but shows that the unsupported fractures in
the ground within active geothermal system may certainly be held open within the
timeframe proposed for filling of veins. The fractures at Golden Cross did not have to
be held open for great lengths of time, and in geological terms they were more or less
opened and filled instantaneously.

